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Response to
CATS differs
with county,
city schools
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
of
the
An
overhaul
Commonwealth Accountability
Testing System signed by Gov.
Steve Beshear Monday, has met
with mixed reception at Murray
Independent and Calloway
County schools.
Under previsions of the bill
passed unanimously by the state
legislature last week, students in
Kentucky's public schools will
continue to take the current core
content test, but CATS will be
phased out during the next three
years. New standards and a new
test will be developed for the
2011-12 school year, according
to an Associated Press report.
Eleanor Spry, superintendent
of curriculum and instruction
for Murray Independent, said
Wednesday that there are a lot
of unknowns about the move so
schools officials aren't planning
any response until more information can be obtained.
Spry said the district honors
the intent of the CATS system
and its predecessor and will
continue to move toward a goal
Si See Page 2A
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Daily Forecast
by The Assoc:Wart Press
sunny.
Thursday...Partly
Showers likely and a slight
chance of thunderstorms in the
morning. Highs around 60.
night...Clear
Thursday
Lows in the mid 30s
Friday...Sunny. Highs in the
upper 50s.
Friday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 30s
sunny.
Saturday...Mostly
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— Governor visits city —

it

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Writer
Stan ecause the company that
provided the
once
Murray -Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
with gift certificates went bankrupt, the chamber says it will
take a loss to stimulate purchasing at member businesses.
Lance
Allison, the
chamber's
executive
director, said
the
local
chamber was
one of many
across
the
ICYSER LOUGHA_edger & Times country that
Governor Steve Sesnear visited Murray Thursday to present a total of $1150,000 in State Homeland Security Grants to upgrade purchased gift AININON
local law enforcement communications. Beshear spoke to a group of around 70 attendees before presenting the checks to the certificates
from CertifiChecks in Dayton,
city of Murray, Calloway County Fiscal Court and the Murray State University Police Department.
Ohio, to be used at locz1 husi,
nesses. He said he was surprised on Feb. 26, to get an email saying that the company
had filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy and that chamber members should no longer accept the
certificates. For years. the
cercommunicate with the depart- ment and ambulance service. chamber had purchased the
City Hall.
tificates from CertifiChecks and
The new radios will allow more
—The ice storm pointed out the ment's mobile-data computers.
then sold them at face value to
A $65,000 grant to the city of programmability and channel members. The chamber paid
importance of first responders
and we want to show our grati- Murray will be used to purchase organization as well as increase $16 in shipping costs with each
tude for that, not only by thank- two radio repeater sites and 15 interoperable communications order, he said.
ing them but also by trying to handheld radios for the Murray within the county and to surAfter
CertifiChecks
From STAFF
make sure they have the right Police Department. The new rounding counties.
announced its bankruptcy. the
and STATE REPORTS
"Interoperable communica- participating businesses either
The city of Murray, Calloway kinds of equipment and the most repeaters will increase radio sigCounty Fiscal Court and the updated equipment." Beshear nal coverage to the entire city tions are essential in helping had to reject certificates from
Murray State University Police said. "All three of these grants limits. The radios will increase promote a quicker response by customers or lose money
Department have been awarded will aid law enforcement, emer- interoperable communications first responders to individuals because of the certificates that
$180,000 in State Homeland gency responders and firefight- within the city and surrounding needing assistance.- Go'.. were used before the bankruptcy announcement was made.
Security Grants to purchase ers in Murray and Calloway communities.
Beshear said.
Allison said this is why the
A $24,000 grant to Calloway
radios, radio repeater sites and County to help keep us safe."
"Whenever we can provide
chamber has decided it would
A $91,000 grant wili be used County Fiscal Court will pur- valuable communications tools buy back the CertifiChecks
dispatch equipment.
The announcement was made by MSU to upgrade computer- chase a minimum of 12 vehicle for first responders we move
this morning to a large crowd by aid dispatch equipment and and handheld radio for the coun
II See Page 2A
Gov. Steve Beshear at Murray enable the dispatch center to ty's sheriff's office, fire depart- •See Page 2A
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Murray, Calloway County and Murray State
presented State Homeland Security Grants
r d gthersowa
at City Hall for
announcement

Sheriff warns
of telephone
scam locally
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TOM BERRYIedoei & Times
OUT OF CONTROL: Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel fight to keep a brush tire from threatening a nearby home and
the former Carpet World business site on U.S. 641 South Wednesday. A work crew was attempting to clean up the area by
burning debris; however strong wind caused the fire to get out of control.
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Allison:
Chamber
to issue
`checks'
New certificates
are brown with
two signatures
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Staff Report
The Calloway County
Sheriff's Department is
alerting residents not to
respond to telephone solicitations to call any three area
codes.
Sheriff Bill Marcum said
Wednesday that his office
was recently
alerted by
AT&T. The request originates outside the U.S. and
can run up the victim's telephone bill by more than
$2,400 per minute,
"This scam is coming out
of the Dominican Republic,"
Marcum said. "These people
call you and say something
like you've got somebody in
jail or somebody has been
hurt or been in a car wreck

II See Page 2A
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Police identify
two found dead
in Calvert City

KYSERt.OuGH/tedger & Times
EQUINE ABUSE INVESTIGATION TRAINING: Kentucky State Police Trooper Russell Boyd
practices horse grooming during a three-day Equine Abuse Investigation Training at Murray
State University's William "Bill" Cherry Exposition Center. The seminar was put on by the
Kentucky Horse Council and MSU, and it was attended by regional animal control officers and
otner law enforcement personnel.

III Chamber.
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From Front
from the businesses that purchased them and replace them
with the newer Chamber
Checks. He said the new certificates are tan, have two signatures and are issued by Regions
Bank. The invalid CertifiChecks
are blue.
"Don't take the blue. Take the
tan," he said.
People that are still in possession of unexpired CertifiChecks
can exchange them for Chamber
Checks until April 15, Allison
said. If the person received them
as a gift from his or her employer, the person should return
them to the employer, but if they
purchased them individually, the
person can take them to the

chamber.
"We realize that this is an
unfortunate incident and that we
will ultimately pay for these
checks twice," Allison wrote in
a recent letter to chamber members. "However, we cannot in
good conscience allow our
members and the community to
take the loss. Once we have
gathered the outstanding check::
the chamber will contact the
redemption department listed on
the Certifi-Check Web site and
attempt to collect the money
owed. We will also pursue any
legal action within our means in
order to recoup our losses."
As unfortunate as the situation
is, Allison said the chamber
board had already been planning
to move to the new system and

received the first Chamber
Checks in early February. The
last
small
shipment
of
CertifiChecks came in the same
day that the bankruptcy was
announced, he said.
Allison said it was hard to say
how much the chamber would
ultimately lose, bet he knew of
$2,900 in CertifiChecks that
they would have to replace for
sure. He estimated that the total
would turn out to be at least
$5,000. While it might be possible to one day get some of its
money
back
from
CertifiChecks, there will be
plenty of organizations trying to
do the same thing and it could
take a long time, he said.

Kentucky

News in Brief
Three meth labs found in 18 hours in state

CALVERT CITY. Ky.(API
LomioN. Is., (Ap) Auth,,,,, in southeastern Kentucky
- Kentucky State Police say the say they dealt with three methamphetamine labs in 18 hours
man and woman found dead in
Law enforcement officers had just completed disposing of an
a van in this western Kentucky active drug manufacturing setup in western Laurel County on
city were both from Sheldon. Wednesday when they were called about the discovery of meth lab
III., and both died of a single components along a road.
The Time-Tnbune in Corbin quoted the drug task force
gunshot wound.
According to a police news Operation UNITE's law enforcement director Dan Smoot saying a
release Wednesday, the victims hydrogen chloride generator and some chemicals were found in a
were identified as 55-year-old plastic bag in Mount Vernon.
On Wednesday afternoon, a state trooper stopped a car and
Michelle Lynam and 43-yearfound an anhydrous ammonia tank in the trunk, along with 32
old Anthony Darnell.
ounces of sulfuric acid.
State police say the bodies
were found at about 3 a.m.
Charity scraps idea for sex offender home
CDT Tuesday in a van at the
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A Catholic charity in Kentucky
Haddox Ferry Boat Ramp.
faced an uproar over its efforts to buy a home for four registered
Trooper Dean Patterson of
sex offenders, continuing what supporters say is a never-ending
Kentucky State Police Post I
cycle for low-income offenders trying to get their lives back on
says in the release that the track.
deaths remain under investigaMembers of the Catholic Action Center said they expected to
tion.
hear fears and objections from the community when they held a
Patterson said an autopsy on forum at a Baptist church in January on their carefully planned
the bodies was performed purchase. They didn't expect to hear death threats.
The residents' extreme reaction has scuttled the center's plan and
Tuesday in Madisonville
He said Kentucky State left its leader wondering if there's anywhere to house the paroled
Police detectives are continu- pariahs.
The outrage over the plan in Lexington and a similar case in
ing to investigate to determine
New Hampshire — where a church pastor infuriated neighbors by
the manner of death for each.
taking in a convicted child killer released from prison — show the
struggles that Christian charities or individuals face in trying to
reach some of society's untouchables.

•Sheriff ...
From Front

and you need to call this numThe area codes involved are
809, 284 and 876. Seven digit
numbers attached to either of
the three area codes may be part
of the scam.
If the victim calls any of the
numbers including the three
prefixes, they are charged
$2,425 per minute. Anyone
receiving solicitations is asked
to contact
the
Sheriff'
Department at 753-3151.

Frantic search for baby described
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Police and medics said they frantically searched a college dormitory for a newborn and graphic photos of the infant were shown in the second day of testimony in the
trial of the baby's mother.
The Courier-Journal reports Louisville Metro Police Officer
Allan Mariganello testified Wednesday that the baby's mother,
Katie McCoy, stood by calmly while her roommates cried hysterically and emergency medical technicians searched furiously
through garbage cans.
McCoy, 20, of Plainfield, Ind., is charged with murdering her
newborn girl by letting her drown in a dorm toilet in October
2007, then hiding the body.
EMT Scott Johnson described finding the baby in an athletic
bag, saying the girl had no pulse, was warm and was not breathing.
The defense contends McCoy's baby was stillborn.

MI CATS ...
From Front
of academic achievement.
If instruction was important
then, it still continues to be
important whether you assess it
or not" she said."So we value
our teachers. We value the
instruction they give and what
they teach our kids. Mr.
(Superintendent Bob) Rogers
and I have talked about staying
the course right now and not
making any changes or doing
anything different because that
is what we have planned on this
year. We're looking at it but just
because they took something
out they still gave us the opportunity to continue to take the
assessment."
Rogers is out of town until
Monday and could not be contacted for comment.
Calloway County Schools
Superintendent Steve Hoskins
said the testing process is evolutionary

"It's probably time to evolve
now. It's advantageous to
regroup. Testing does cost a lot
and takes time to administer,"
he said.
However Hoskins believes
writing portfolios should continue to be an important part of the
curriculum.
"I feel some writing portfolios
should still be in, but think we
spent a little too much time on
portfolios," he said. "They
should still be in the curriculum,
just not as much in the test."
Hoskins commended the legislature's effort to assess
Kentucky students in comparison with their peers across the
country.
"We like to see how our kids
do compared to kids in the
nation," he said.
There have been mixed reactions to the changes across the
state from state and local education officials; particularly con-

cerning the three-year transitional period as CATS is phased
out.
"The short term is really a
mess," said Robert Sexton,
executive director of the
Prichard
Committee
for
Academic Excellence told the
Associated Press. "We are very
concerned about the next three
years. If we can get through
that, the end product will be a
better system."
School accountability will be
drastically cut while the new
standards and tests are being
created, according to Sexton.
"Schools are not going to
know whether they're progressing in anything but math and
reading," Sexton said. "They'll
be testing, but the results won't
count."
Overall, the new system will
deliver fewer and deeper academic standards, Sexton said.
This year, students will take
tests in math, science, reading,
social studies and on-demand

writing. Writing portfolios will
not be counted, but will be used
for instruction only. Districts
may choose to test in the other
areas that have been tested as
part of CATS such as ails and
humanities, practical living and
vocational studies.
Next year a nationally-formed
reference test will be added to
give parents feedback on how
students are stacking up and the
testing period will encompass
only six days. For 2010-11, new
math standards will be in place
and a new math test given and
districts will have five days to
test.
The Kentucky Department of
Education must come up with
new standards for subjects by
December 2010. Then it will
create a new criteria-referenced
test made up of locally-developed questions and some from a
national test such as the ACT,
according to the report.
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News in Brief
Richardson mounted as 'wonderful woman'
NEW YORK(AP) — Tributes have begun to pour in from
across the show business generations for Natasha Richardson, the
Tony Award-winning actress who died after suffering a head injuron a ski slope.
"She was a wonderful woman and actress and treated me like I
was her own," said Lindsay Lohan, who as a preteen starred with
Richardson in a remake of "The Parent Trap" in 1998."My heart
goes out to her family. This is a tragic loss."
Richardson fell during a private lesson Monday at a ski resort in
Quebec. She was not wearing a helmet. The 45-year-old actress
was seemingly fine afterward, but about an hour later, she complained that she didn't feel well.

Jury convicts Pa. trooper of dentist killing

INDIANA, Pa.(AP) — A suspended Pennsylvania state trooper
faces life in prison after a jury convicted him in the bloody slashing death of a dentist who was divorcing the lawman's live-in girlfriend.
The jury found Trooper Kevin Foley, 43, guilty of a single count
of first-degree murder, returning the verdict at 10 p.m. Wednesday
after six hours of deliberations.
Foley, of Indiana, Pa., was the last witness the jury heard, taking
the stand Wednesday to say he was only joking when he told colleagues he wished for Dr. John Yelenic's death.

'70s radical returns to Minnesota home

ST. PAUL. Mimi.(AP)--- Sara Jane Olson has returned to the
same Minnesota home where she lived under an assumed
name
until her 1970s radical past caught up with her.
Olson, newly freed from a California prison, was seen sprinting
from a car into the house Wednesday night, a few
hours after landing at the Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport.

II Grants ...
From Front

Season runs Aorll 20 - July 3
fle9lstation at the Parka Office at
900 Payne Street in Chestnut Perk
until March 31st.
Mon.-Frl. 8-4 & Sat. 10-2

National

Off of Oaks Country Club Road
This traditional 4 bedroom home was built in 2004 with quality in mind With
great attention to the details, crown molding, custom cabinetry and decorative
trim work around the windows and doors. An additional room on the main level
could function as an office or guest room. Located in a great subdivision! Priced
at $215,000. MLS 548342

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! LEDGER&TIMES

one step closer to a safer and
more secure Kentucky." said
Thomas L. Preston, executive
director of the Kentucky Office
of Homeland Security.
U.S. Department of Homeland
Security grants are administered
by KOHS.
Beshear also addressed the
recent legislative session and
commended everyone involved
for their teamwork.
"I'm happy to share with you,
and I think you saw, in this legislative session how the general
assembly came together with
me to work together for the
Commonwealth." he said to the
crowd gathered at Murray City
Hall. "We've shown this state
we can work together. putting
politics second and the people
first."
After his speech and check

presentation, Beshear addressed
his recent veto of a portion of
the state's road construction
plan. This portion had, in pan.
set a deadline for the expanded
section of U.S. 68/Ky. 80 going
through Land Between the
Lakes to be completed by June
30, 2010.
"Some language was inserted
into the road plan budgm that
directed the Transportation
Cabinet to proceed along a certain
timeline for every
design/build project, about 1001
them." he said. "That would
have unnecessarily tied our
hands in a very difficult financial period where we wouldn't
have the flexibility we need to
be able to move forward as fast
as we can one way or another.
There is no problem at all with
the Trigg County project, that's
going to move forward."
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Obituary
Mrs. Virginia Lee Shropshire
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Iraq improving, but future shaky

BAOHDAD tAi
s
Shropshire was today
percent felt safe in
(Thursdayt at II am. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. years after the U.S. invaded
their neighborhoods. up 22 parRev. Kerry Lambert officiated.
Iraq. the end of America's costly
cent from last year, the survey
Pallbearers were Aaron Tacker, Al Cutini, Eric Derby, Joe mission is in sight, but the future
said.
Oakley. Jerry Weaver and Billy Wagner. Burial was in the Hicks of this tortured country is much
"We feel there's been a sigCemetery.
less clear.
nificant security improverneht
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
With violence down sharply.
during the past months," ssid
County Hospital Hospice. 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
most Iraqis feel more secure
Ahmed Mahmoud Hussein,: a
Mrs. Shropshire, 80, Murray. died Tuesday. March 17, 2009, at than at nearly any time since the
health ministry employee in eist
I 1:20 a.m. at her home.
war began March 20, 2003 Baghdad. "If sectarianism is
She was a former manager of Bnghts in Murray and was a mem- March 19 in the United States.
wiped out and the secur4
ber of Good Shepherd United Methodist Church. Born Aug. 14,
But violence still continues at
forces are equipped in a proper
1928. in Gary, Ind., she was the daughter of the late James Langdon levels that most other countries
way. I think the country will see
and May Belle Abels Langdon. Also preceding her in death were would find alarming. Last week,
stability within five years." :
two sisters and one brother.
suicide bombers killed a total of
But stability is difficult to
Survivors include her husband, Warren Shropshire, to whom she 60 people in two separate
measure in a country with a long
was married Sept. 25, 1949, in Gary, Ind.; one daughter, Diane attacks in the Baghdad area, and
history of underground moveHarder and husband. Steve. Hebron, Ind.; one son, Jim Shropshire. an American soldier was fatally
ments - including Saddim
and one granddaughter, Ashley Shropshire, both of Murray.
injured Monday on a combat
Hussein's Baath party - and el
mission in the capital.
tradition of tribal and other
Fighting still rages in Mosul
groups switching sides.
and other areas of the mostly
Sheiks who once cheered
Sunni north. Competition for
Saddam later worked wall
power and resources among
extremist groups and now peorival religious and ethnic groups
claim their loyalty to the U.S.is gearing up. even as the U.S.
backed government, and no ohe
CAIRO (AP)- Al-Qaida's on, champions of Somalia," was military's role winds down.
can be sure where their loyalties
chief Osama bin Laden urged posted on an Islamic militant
Both the Sunni and Shiite
may go tomorrow.
Somali militants to overthrow Web forum where al-Qaida communities face internal
In Wasit province, a Shiite
the country's new president in a often releases messages from power struggles that are likely to
area south of Baghdad, officials
intensify
ahead
of national elecnew Web audiotape posted bin Laden and other top leaders.
estimate major crimes such as
today, trying to torpedo a new
kidnappings, murders and robBin Laden's message was tions late this year. Sunni-Shiite
push for peace in a lawless entirely focused on Somalia, a slaughter has abated, but genbenes have soared by 50 percent
African nation where many fear sign of al-Qaida's intense inter- uine reconciliation remains eluin the past two months. Aziz alal-Qaida is gaining a foothold.
Amarah. an Interior Ministry
est in the country, which has sive.
"If Iraqi leaders don't reconThe II I/2-minute audiotape been in chaos for 17 years, torn
commander, blames the rise bn
AP
aimed to rally Islamic militants apart by warlords and Islamic cile and work together, the situ- An Iraqi worker holds two skulls, discovered in a mass grave power struggles among local
political parties.
at a time when the new. presi- militant groups. Al-Qaida has ation will deteriorate," veteran from Saddam Hussein's regime in southern Iraq, in
Basra,
Against this backdrop is the
dent, moderate Islamist Sheik long had a presence: It helped Kurdish lawmaker Mahmoud this morning. An Iraqi official says
authorities believe they absence
Othman said. -There is no harof power-sharing agreeSharif Sheik Ahmed. is working Somali militants battle U.S.
have
found
another
mass
grave in southern Iraq.
mony among Iraqi leaders. Their
ments among Sunnis. Shiites
to split their ranks and pull in troops deployed here in the
work depends on their mood."
Missing Saddam in the openViolence is down 90 percent and Kurds that the U.S. has long
some to support his government. 1990s and has claimed to have
At the same time, U.S. com- ing moments of the conflict set since early 2007. In February, believed were essential to ensitrFor years, Islamic militant had a role in the 1993 "Black bat troops
are due to leave by the tone for what became a war the U.S. military recorded 367 ing lasting stability.
groups-including ones linked Hawk Down" battle in which 18 September 2010, with
all
Legislation to manage the
to al-Qaida - have battled the Americans and hundreds of American soldiers gone by the of missteps and disappointments attacks nationwide, compared
before the tide turned in 2007.
with 1,286 for the same month giant oil industry and distribute
feeble U.N.-backed central gov- Somalis were killed.
end of the following year.
The war was launched to last year, according to Lt. Col. its wealth has been deadlocked
ernment, which controls only a
U.S. counterterrorism offiIn the final stage of the war, deny Saddam weapons of mass Brian Tribus, a U.S. spokesman. in parliament for two years.
small part of the capital, cials have warned of al-Qaida's America's challenge will be to
destruction and when events
The central government and
As of Wednesday, there have
Mogadishu.
growing ties with the powerful prevent ethnic and sectarian proved he had none, the goal been at least
five deaths of U.S. the Kurds have made little
Ahmed, elected by parlia- ai-Shabab group, which fre- competition from exploding into shifted - to establish a
servicemen so far in March - progress in resolving claims to a
ment in January, is a moderate quently battles government violence on the scale that Western-style democracy in the the
lowest daily death toll since 300-mile swath of disputed terfrom the Islamist opposition and troops and militia allies and is plunged the nation to the brink heart of the Middle East. That the war
ritory in the north, including the
began.
has succeeded in drawing sever- blamed in attacks on African of all-out civil war two years goal
was only
partially
Much of the country is quiet. oil-rich area around Kirkuk.
al other groups out of the insur- Union peacekeepers in the coun- ago.
achieved.
U.S. officials privately
including the three Kurdish
U.S. commanders successfulgency. The aim is to isolate try. In Feb. 2008, the U.S. State
Now. the U.S. hopes that it provinces of the north. the Shiite believe there is a very real
hard-line militants, particularly Department added al-Shabab, ly lobbied President Barack can leave without the country south and the Sunni-dominated chance of armed conflict
the main group al-Shabab, which means "the Youth," to its Obatna to maintain a substantial disintegrating into chaos. The Anbar province, where local between government troops and
which is believed to be allied to list of foreign terrorist organiza- combat force in Iraq through Americans hope Iraq will be tribes turned against al-Qaida.
armed forces of the self-ruled
parliamentary elections at the strong enough to fend off interal-Qaida and which controls a tions.
Baghdad's parks are jammed Kurdish regional administratiqn.
large swath of the country.
Many Iraqis fear that the relAhmed's election as presi- end of the year in hopes of curb- ference by neighboring coun- on weekends with families only
In the audiotape, bin Laden dent has been welcomed by the ing violence as the country's tries-notably Iran -and pro- now feeling safe enough to ven- ative calm simply means threat
lashed out at the new president United Nations and Washington. religious and ethnically based tect itself from a resurgent al- ture from their own neighbor- groups are laying low until the
Americans leave.
hoods.
as a turncoat and tool of the His predecessor Abdullahi Yusuf parties compete for power in the Qaida.
Prospects for a reasonably
A survey of 2.228 Iraqis
"Iraq will face difficult ecoUnited States, saying his elec- resigned in December over his national balloting.
Damage control is a far less stable Iraq are certainly brighter questioned nationwide last nomic situations for long time.
tion was "induced by the failure to stop the Islamic insurambitious goal than the Bush than they were before the U.S. month for ABC News, BBC
and ... The political process is still,at
American envoy in Kenya." a gency, and he went into exile.
administration foresaw when the
reference to the U.S. ambassaAhmed emerges from a coali- U.S. launched the invasion with troop surge of 2007. when car Japan's NHK.found that 85 per- a crossroads," Iraq's Shiite vice
dor in Nairobi.
tion of Islamic militants known an airstrike on Dora Farms in bombs shook Baghdad daily and cent believed the current situa- president. Add Abdul-Mahdi.
Ahmed -turned
to partner as the Council of Islamic Courts, southern Baghdad in a failed gangs of Sunni and Shiite gun- tion was good or very good - said last week. "The war is not
over but it has just begun." •
up 23 percent from iast year.
up with the infidel" in a national which brought a semblance of attempt to kill Saddam Hussein. men ruled the streets.
unity government, bin Laden peace to Somalia for six months
said. He accused Ahmed of in 2006. But two years ago,
abandoning his religion by troops from U.S. ally Ethiopia
entering the government.
invaded Somalia and removed
PARIS(AP)- A new wave head of the CGT, one of time. About one-third of medi- said
Beatrice
Lobrot, a
Ahmed "must be dethroned the union because of feared of
nationwide strikes hit France France's main unions.
urn-haul flights were affected at spokesman for a cosmetics cornand fought," bin Laden said, links to al-Qaida. Militants this
morning as angry workers
Although Sarkozy's approval Orly. Paris' second airport, and pany.
adding that militants are obliged launched a bloody insurgency demanded
that
President ratings are down, he is under far all long-haul flights were norJean Batis. a music producer.
to "continue fighting the apos- against the Ethiopians and their Nicolas
Sarkozy open new talks less political pressure than some mal. In Paris. subways were less said, "It's always the same
tate government."
ally, the weak U.N.-backed cen- on the government's policies to of his
European counterparts crowded as people stayed home. game. They give a little bit, we
The recording, titled "Fight tral government.
fight the economic crisis.
and has a comfortable majority Schools, hospitals, the postal strike, they give a little bit, we
By midday, tens of thousands in parliament.
service and public transport also strike."
of protesters were marching in
Strikes on Thursday and in were affected. About one-third
Paris police laid out two
the streets of Marseille and January have not seriously dis- of the country's teachers did not routes through the capital, rather
Lyon, both of which have been rupted the economy or ignited go to school, and many workers than one, for the expected
hard hit by the world economic serious social protests, as mas- and letter carriers did not report crowds for a protest march that
downturn. More than 200 sive strikes did in the mid- for work. French commuters was due to start in early afterWASHINGTON (AP) - lion to buy long-term govern- protest marches are planned 1990s.
said Thursday they did not noon. Unions called on employNew jobless claims fell more ment bonds and an additional around the country, the biggest
Rail traffic was disrupted expect much to change with the ees in the public and private secthan expected last week, but $750 billion in mortgage-backed of which is expected in Pans.
throughout France on Thursday, protests. "The strike won't tors to join in the strikes.
continuing claims set a new securities guaranteed by Fannie
"The government must although the high speed TGV accomplish much, but is useful
A strike in late-January put
record for the eighth straight Mae and Freddie Mac.
accept to discuss again with the trains that connect France with nonetheless. It's necessary to between I million and 2.5 milweek and few economists
As a proportion of the work unions," said Bernard Thibaut. other European countries ran on express yourself, in any
case." lion people into French streets.
expect the labor market to force, the number of Americans
improve anytime soon.
on the jobless benefit rolls is the
The Labor Department said highest since June 1983. 'The
today that initial requests for 5.47 million continuing claims
unemployment
insurance also were up substantially from
dropped to a seasonally adjusted a year ago, when only about
646,000 from the previous 2.85 million people were continpr‘g
Investments Since 1854
• Ft ‘1 I
week's revised figure of uing to receive unemployment
658,000. That was better than checks.
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
Without such action, "the
analysts' expectations.
The increase in continuing
7476.9 - 9.7
Dos Jones Ind. A.g.
IBM
92.95 + 1.00
continuing
claims claims is an indication that world economy is expected to (global) recession will be deeper
But
Air Products
56.86 + 0.78
lotel.
-.14.98 • 0.26
jumped 185.000 to a seasonally many newly laid-off workers are contract in 2009 for the first and more prolonged," even if
AT&T. Inc........_.,..2535 • 8.15
Kroger
20.95 • 032
adjusted 5.47 million, another having difficulty finding jobs.
time in 60 years and govern- countries take steps to stimulate
BB&T ............
• 1.12
record-high and more than the
And even that number is ments should do more to count- their economies, the IMF said.
Bank of America ....
roughly 5.33 million that econo- deceptively low: an additional er
- 0.18
downturn,
the
the
The G-20 includes advanced
McDonalds
54 74 • 068
1.5 million people were receiv- International Monetary Fund economies such as the United
mists expected.
Briggs & Stratton .....---15.46 +11.111
Merck
26.45 - 0.51
average
of
ing
benefits under an extended said today.
The four-week
Brntol Nlyers Squibb 21.00- 0.111
States, the United Kingdom and
Microsoft ......-............--17.02 + 0.06'
claims rose to 654,750,the high- unemployment compensation
The global economy will Japan, and major developing
Caterpillar
28.21 + 0.74
Penney
11.99 + 0.03
est since October 1982, when program approved by Congress shrink between 0.5 and 1 per- nations like China. India and
tiles ron Texaco Corp 61.46 + 1.87
the economy was emerging from last year. That tally was as of cent this year, the IMF said, Brazil. Leaders from
Pepsico. Inc
49.48 + 0.01
those
(..hrskr
10.01 + 1.25
a steep recession, though the Feb. 28, the latest data available. while the U.S. economy will nations will meet
Pfizer, Inc
13.81 • 0.38
during a sumDean Foods
19.78 • 0.411
More job losses were contract
labor force has grown by about
2.6 percent. The figures mit in London on April 2.
Regions
Financial
4.75 • 0.20
announced
Exxon-Mobil
this
69.77 + 0.60
half since then.
week. represent a sharp
downward
The IMF called on the G-20
Schenng•Plough
22.83
- 0.37
The job market has been Caterpillar Inc. Tuesday said it
Motor
Ford
2.59 + 0.12
employers. would lay off 2,400 workers as revision from the 1MF's January countries to spend the equivalent
Sears Holding Corp
hammered
40.17 + 035
as
General
Electric
10.68
+
0.36
estimates, when it expected the of 2 percent of their gross
squeezed by reductions in con- global demand for its mining
Time V1arner
11.31 - 0.25
General Motors
2319 + 0.25
sumer and business spending. and construction machines global economy would grow 0.5 domestic product on stimulus
Bancorp
CS
14.99
• 0.84
GlaxaSmitliKline
percent
ADR
this
-.29-38
year.
+0,04
and
the
efforts
U.S.
in
2009 and 2010.
cut their work forces. The unem- slumps. Mobile device maker
%ellPoint Inc
17.74 0.28
Goodrich
1806 + 0.77
ployment rate reached 8.1 per- Nokia Corp. said it would cut economy would shrink 1.6 percent.
Kal•Mart
50.07 • 037:
Good,ear
6.26 + 0.17
.The Gold Man Is Bath!
cent last month, the highest in 1,700 jobs worldwide.
The Fund made the projecOn Monday. oil producer
more than 25 years. Many econHopied Bank'
9.2089.40.t
omists expect the rate could Baker Hughes Inc. said it would tions in a paper it presented last
reach 10 percent by the end of eliminate 1,500 jobs, bringing week to a meeting of the Group
SAtURDAY ONLY!
its total recent cuts to 3,000. And of 20 finance ministers in
this year.
Financial Consultants (L-RI:
The Federal Reserve said industrial company United London. The IMF released the
Magnolia Lea Room
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Wednesday it will pump $1.2 Technologies Corp., which paper Thursday.
for0.
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
t (row
trillion into the economy in an makes Otis elevators and
In the paper, the IMF called
270-753-3366 I 800-444-1854
effort to lower rates on mort- Sikorsky helicopters, said it on G-20 governments to take
300Mm St., Hwy.841 S
gages and other consumer debt would cut 2,000 to 3,000jobs on steps to relieve their financial
Mani,
and loosen credit. To do so, the top of 11,600 layoffs it systems of distressed assets and
.191IV
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Fed will spend up to $300 bil- announced the last week.
free up credit.
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Osama bin Laden rallies
Somalis against rulers

France hit by new wave of economic protests

New jobless claims fall more
than expected to 646,000

World economy to
shrink in 2009
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MSU's 'Program of Distinction' and television
production program win Kentucky History Awards
The Kentucky Historical
Society recognized Murray
State University's Program of
Distinction
in
Telecommunication Systems
Management 1TSM) and the
MSLI television production program with two Kentucky
History Awards on March 7.
The Community
History
Award was given to the university for its outstanding celebration of Nathan B. Stubblefield
through a year of events based
around his 1908 patent of the
wireless telephone.
The Audio/Visual or Oral
History Award was given for the
Cooperative TSM and MSU television production for the television
program
Nathan
Stubblefield Speaks, which was
produced during the Nathan B.
Stubblefield
Centennial
Celebration. Sarah Strange.
president of the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society.
nominated Murray State for the
awards and accepted them at the
banquet in Frankfort.
The Kentucky Historical
Society felt that the Nathan B.
Stubblefield
Centennial
Celebration project deserved
recognition because its message
of Kentucky citizen and Murray
native Nathan Stubblefield surpassed the physical boundaries
of Kentucky to encompass the
world. Tbe celebration renewed
interest in Stubblefield in the
local community, region. state
and nation. Attention came from
a London public relations firm
that wanted to use it for Virgin
Mobile.
Involvement of students. local
citizens,
relatives
of
Stubblefield.
the
Jackson
Purchase Historical Society and
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Alpha Department will meet

Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house. Mike Gowen. MESS, Murray State
University, will be the guest speaker. His subject
will he "Environmental Eating." Hostesses will be Effie Kemp,
Dome Lyons and Kathy Jo Stubblefield.

Parks taking registrations
Murray-Calloway County Parks will host the third annual Touch
a Truck at Chestnut Park on Saturday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Event
is free of charge and for all ages. Kids can toot horns, blast sirens,
ring the fireman's bell and actually touch vehicles such as a police
car. tractor. 18 wheeler and fire truck. Fun for all ages. For more
information call the parks' office at 762-0325.
Photo provided
Dana Howard, Center for Telecommunications Systems Management (TSM) marketing
and
public relations coordinator; Dr. Bob Lochte, professor and chair of the department of journalism and mass communications.; Sarah Strange, president of the Jackson Purchase Historical
Society: and Dr. Jim Gantt, director of the Center for TSM accepted the Kentucky History
Awards at the Kentucky History Society Dinner.
university faculty brought
together a unique group of activities. These activities included
several appearances of Bob
Valentine
as
Nathan
B.
Stubblefield. a high school cornpetition
where
students
researched and developed technology using Stubblefield's
work, and a community gathering to review the Nathan
Stubblefield Speaks program.
The project goal was to reintrodui..e people to the inventor who
never fully received credit for
all of his ideas.
Jeremy McKeel produced and

directed the program starring Jeremy McKee' is the true creBob Valentine as Stubblefield. ator of this production. His wizDr. Bob Lochte wrote the script, ardry with period photographs
and Dan Knowles provided tra- and newspaper clippings made
ditior.al and original banjo the story come alive for the
music for the soundtrack.
audience.The program was shown sevValentine and McKeel are leceral times on KETI. KET2 and turers in the department of jourthe Kentucky Channel before nalism and mass communicagoing into syndication through tions at Murray State. McKeel is
PBS. To date, television stations also in charge of the new major
in more than 25 cities, including in television production. Lochte
Philadelphia and San Francisco. is professor and chair of the
have aired it.
department. Dan Knowles, a
"For 20 minutes or so. Bob former national old-time banjo
Valentine
is
Nathan champion, lives in Paris. Tenn.
Stubblefield," Lochte said. "But

Dr. Glynn Mangold. Murray Award winners were chosen folState University professor of lowing consultation between
marketing. has been named the the journals' editors.
Outstanding Reviewer at the
Mangold was selected for his
Emerald
Literati
Network impressive and significant conAwards for Excellence 2009.
tributions made as a reviewer to
Emerald is the world's leading the
Journal
of Services
publisher of business and man- Marketing throughout 2008. He
agement research with 190jour- has reviewed the journal since
nals and a wide range of serials, 1990. He generally reviews
series and books in management between six and eight first-suband related fields.
mit manuscripts per year, in
For the third year. Emerald has addition to some revise-anddecided to name and reward the resubmits, spending about eight
Outstanding Reviewers who hours on each manuscript.
contribute to the success of the
He constructively reviews a
journals. Each journal's editor manuscript on how well written
nominated the reviewer they it is. its content and its contribubelieve to have been the title's tion to the journal. The author
most outstanding.
then receives the reviewer comThe editors were asked to ments and is left with the decinominate up to two per journal. sion to either submit the manu-

MURPHY.
Texas
—
Christopher B. Shook of
Murphy has been awarded the
Martin Dles Jr. Scholarship for
study abroad for the academic
year 2009-2010 in Valencia.
Ii

This scholarship honors
Martin Dies Jr., a graduate of
Columbia University and the
Southern Methodist University
School of Law, who served his
country In World War II, being
awarded
two
Presidential
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HWY.641 N. • MURRAY 00
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
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Saturday, March 21 at IC cum,

Ice

ire*Cad"54-61441/Vitsetir freeeet"
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Laker Band holding promotion
Calloway County High School Laker Band will have a rebate day
from 4 to 9 p.m. today (Thursday) at Backyard Burgers. Customers
are asked to put their receipts in the box for rebate.

Reformer's Unanimous to meet
Reformer's Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
The public is invited. Child care is provided For more information
or for a ride Call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 at the club building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

St. Leo plans fish fry

•

St. Leo Catholic Church, 401 North 12th St., Murray. will itS:
weekly Fish Fry from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Friday. The public is invited and carry-outs are available. For information call 753-3876.

Lady Laker Softball event Saturday
Calloway County Lady Laker softball team will host a general
skills camp at the Lady Laker softball field on Saturday from 9 a.m.
to noon and will be under the direction of Toy Webb, new head
coach. Eddie Morris. assistant coach, and their staff. Varsity Lady
Laker softball players will also be on hand to help. The cost will be
$25 with checks payable to CCHS Softball and each camper will
receive a camp T-shirt. This for girls, Kindergarten through sixth
grades. Campers should bring a glove and bat and wear comfortable
clothes and tennis shoes or cleats. Also "Meet the Lakers" will be
on the same day.

script as is or revise it. Only
about 25 percent of submitted
manuscripts are accepted.
Mangold had authored articles
published in the Journal of
Church will show movie
Services Marketing, when he
The movie. "The Passion of The Christ" will be shown tonight
was invited by the editor to
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church.
become a reviewer.
1619 Martin's Chapel Rd.. Murray. The public is invited to attend.
There is one winner per year
per journal; Mangold was
Stroke-Brain Group to meet
selected from 45 reviewers from
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet today
all over the United States, (Thursday) at 5:30 p.m. in
the classroom of Murray-Callwoay
England and Australia.
County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. An open discussion
"I'm very honored." Mangold will be held. All interested persons are invited. For information consaid about receiving the award. tact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.
He added that it's nice to feel
TOPS Chapter will meet
appreciated for the considerable
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly ) Chapter #469 will meet today
amount work put into reviewing
the manuscripts. "It's nice to (Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210have my efforts awarded."
4173.

• Shook named for scholarship for study in Spain

-th

Murray Family Resource Youth Services
Center and Calloway County Resource
Centers will host the Grandparents Raking
Grandchildren meeting on Monday at 11:30
a.m. at the Murray Housing Authority
Center, 716 l%lash Dr.. Murray.
"Learning Computer Basics" will be the
subject of the program. This is open to all
grandparents raising grandchildren in the
city and county.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

•
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Grandparents Raising
Grandchildren meet scheduled

Datebook

Professor receives Award for Excellence

Dr. Myna Mangold

e-mail: jcburkeeallourrayledger.ceso

Citations for bravery.

4-H Shotgun Team to meet

4-H Shotgun Team will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m. at
Jackson Purchase Gun Club. All interested youth are welcome, but
must be accompanied by a parent to attend.

An outstanding trial lawyer.
Dies was elected to the Texas
Relay for Life Team plans promotion
State Senate in 1958. serving
Relay for Life Stars Team of Wal-Mart will have a rebate day
until 1965. He served as from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday) at Mugsy's Hideout.
Secretary of State of Texas from
1968 until 1971.
Health Express plans stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
Among his many accomplishments as a public servant. blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings today.
he improved the Texas Park (Thursday)from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart in Murray.
System. In recognition of his
Twin Lakes Club will meet
efforts. Dam B State Park was
The Twin Lakes region. Antique Automobile Club of Anicri,..1
renamed "Martin Dies Jr State
will have its monthly dinner meeting tonight(Thursday) at 6
p.m. at
Park.* In 1971, Dies was named Coldwater Bar-BQ. 3975 US Hwy. 641 North. Murray. The club is
Chief Justice of the Ninth Court open to anyone with an interest
in antique vehicles and visitors are
of Appeals. serving 19 years in always welcome. For more information,
contact Howard Brandon at
that position. He retired In 1989 753-4389 or terry Ridgley at 753-1829.
and died on May 14. 2001.
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NOW OPEN!
Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful
Kentucky Lake"

Serving Caffish Fillets, Broasted Chicken, Seafoods, and
Now Featuring Grilled Tilapia, Mahi Mahi & Chicken
Open Every Day Except Monday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
I ocated Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-5496
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SPECIAL DONATION: Judi Little, third right, president of Calloway County
Homemakers.
was presented a check from Dot Bazzell, third left, from Woodmen of the World
Lodge 728
to sponsor a Second Wind dream for residents of Spnng Creek Healthcare, an international
non-profit organization whose mission is to enhance the quality of life in eldercare communities and being Implemented in Murray by the Calloway County Homemakers. Also
pictured.
from left, are Nancy Buchanan, field representative for WOW. Brooks Rose. lodge member.
Sue Williams, Homemakers and Lodge member, and Rachel Brown, field representative for
WOW.
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STUDENTS PARTICIPATE: Murray State University student presenters showcased the
results of their research and scholarly work during the annual Posters-at-the-Capitol in
Frankfort. More than 200 undergraduates from Kentucky's eight public universities and the
Kentucky Community and Technical College System presented their work. Student participants are shown won the new Council on Postsecondary Education President Robert L. King,
Intenm Vice President for Academics Mike Seelig, State Representative and Chair of the
House Education Committee Carl Rollins, and State Senator and Chair of the Senate
Education Committee Ken Winters.

Character Counts! Celebration
Responsibility...Winning the
Game of Life will be Saturday
from 9 to II a.m. at the
Calloway County High School
gymnasium.
Opening remarks will be by
Missy Jenkins Smith.
Awards for high :..hool students will be presented at 9:30
a.m. as follows:
Catherine Claywell. Blake
Graham.
Steven
Arnold.
Elizabeth Dawson, Michael Orr.
Jamie Courtney, Charlton
Photo provided
Claywell and Rebecca Raj.
CLUB MEETING: The Friendship Club of the Calloway County Homemakers met in February
Murray High School:
at the home of Judy Stahler. The club meets monthly to discuss lessons acquired from the
Ryan Butler. Lauren Benson.
Calloway Extension Office and leam new crafts. The art of making book marks was led by
Avery Fields. cody Wyatt,
Susan Irvan. assisted by Anita Heath. Members pictured are Marion Berberich. Susan rvan, Robert Stephenson. Shauna
Mary Hampel, Judy Stahler, Anita Heath, Vivian Winters. Jane Cantrell and, not pictured, Wicker. Chris Dobbins and
Emily Scott. Calloway County
Brenda Kimbro. For more information call 436-5216.
High School.
Awards for middle school students will be presented at 10
a.m, as follows:
Noah Newsome. Kaeligh
House, Christina Duncan. Adam
Melton and Tommy Speed.
Murray Middle School:
Chris Gomez. Jared Phillips.
Darrah Clark. Sydney Murphy.
Jennifer Edwards and Kathryn
Tucker. Calloway County
Middle School.
Awards for elementary school
students will be presented at
10:30 a.m. as follows:
Justin Strickland, Blake
Seavers. Michael Shae Sales
and Ryan Weiner, Murray:
Trent Sirls. Jacob Pruitt.
Casey Brown. Ty Davenport.
Cassity Mitchell and James
Thorn. East Calloway
Elias Collie. Hannah Joyce.
Keaton Buhler. Abby Smith.
Kamden Price and Taylor
Crouch, North Calloway:
Isaac Ward. Jace Kelso.
Rebbie Balmer. Michael Okuda,
Photo provided
STUDENTS OF THE MONTH: Calloway County Middle School has selected the seventh Mattie Miller and Cheriah
grade "Students of the Month" for February who are, from left, Katie Neihoff, Dain Burks. Southwest Calloway.
Also featured will be games.
Satterwhite, Logan Enoch and Tanner McClure. The teachers selected these students for
activities and a fun time. The
their outstanding character and for exemplifying the qualities of a LAKER.
public is invited.

Photos provided

SPECIAL MEETING: Joetta Kelly, top photo, artist and illustrator, presented a program on "Watercolor Techniques" at the
February meeting of the Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club with Mary Gail Johnson, left, and
Carolyn Farrell as hostesses, bottom photo. Members were
encouraged to paint on notecards and stationary using their
own watercolors. The next meeting will be Monday, March 23.
at 9:30 a.m. with the program on power point drawings.
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GOSPEL MEETING
March 22nd - 25th, 2009
Speaker: Mike Bakerfrom Tyler, TX
Education: Freed-Hardeman University. Georgia State University.
Heritage Christian University
Preached for congregations in GA. TN. KY and TX

Sunday, March 22nd
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
The Young Center
1 5 Washington Street
Clinton, Kentucky
thivc families

SERVICE TIMES..;

Sunday Morning 9 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.• Sunday Evening 7:30 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday 7 p.m.
There will be a fellowship mealfollowing the Sunday morning worship service

TOPICS:
Bible Class: Finding The Right One
Sunday AM: Marriage God's Way
Sunday PM: Communicating God's Way

Monday: Protecting Your Marriage
Tuesday: Husbands and Wives
Wednesday: When Marriages Fail

New Concord Church of Christ
121 South 10 miles to Ness Concord
270-436-5635
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MSU professor to sing at Messiah Festival
Dr. Randall Black. professor
ot soice in Murray State
t
ersity 's department of
MUSIC, will be a familiar face at
the April NM Bethany. College
Messiah Festival of the Arts in
Lindsborg. Kan. Five virtuoso
soloists, all of whom have previously sung in the festival. will
return to perform Handel's
"Messiah- and Bach's "St.
: Matthew Passion" with the
Bethany Oratorio Society.
In addition to tenor Black.
other returning soloists include
soprano Janeanne Houston.
mezzo soprano Emily Iodine,
baritone Jeffrey Snider and bass

baritone Kevin Eckard.
Black performed in the 2001
and NM Messiah Festivals. He
has won critical acelaini with
orchestras and opera companies
throughout the United States.
including his Carnegie Hall
debut as the tenor soloist in the
"Mozart
Requiem.the
American premiere of Henze's
-We Come to the River" with
the Santa Fe Opera. and the
tenor solos in the "Messiah"
with Robert Shaw and the
Atlanta Symphony. His accomplishments include a European
debut with a solo concert at St.
Martin-in-the-Fields Church in

London. England; the release of
the compact disc."An American
Son: The Vocal Works of Joseph
Bailer, Vol. I", and creating the
role of the Evangelist in the
World Premiere of William
Aventt's "St. Matthew Passion.Black joined the faculty at
Murray State University in
1986. His particular areas of
academic interest are voice, pedagogy and opera. He holds the
doctorate and master degrees
from Indiana University and a
bachelor degree from Southern
Illinois University.
In addition to "Messiah- and
"St. Matthew Passion." Black

will also perform in recital April
7 at in the Presser Hall auditorium at Bethany College.
The 128th consecutive annual season of Hruidel's "Messiah"
by the Bethany Oratorio Society
will he held April 5 and 12, also
in Presser Hall. The Bethany
Oratorio Society will perform
Bach's "St. Matthew Passion"
April 10.
The Messiah Festival of the
Arts also includes an exhibitions. theater performances and
ensemble concerts. For a full
schedule of events, visit
ww w.bethanylb.eduirnessiah.

Murray State presents 'Servant of Two Masters
Eighicentli-‘entury Italian theatre wilt be
- brought to life by Murray State University's
Department of Theatre beginning April 9.
Audiences will not only experience an
extraordinary night of drama. but also traditional Commedia dell•Arte re-imagined in
"The Servant of Two Masters," by Carlo
Goldoni.
Exaggerated behavior, playfully devious
language and physical comedy that according to director Angi Hanan."walks the line
between Renaissance and modem times."
will fill the stage as TrutTaldino, the title
character, strives to satisfy his never ending

hunger.
As a means to a meal. Truffaldino, played
by Adario Mercadante. a freshman from
Murray. serves two masters while attempting to keep each of them unaware of the
other. Serving both masters becomes a challenge as Truffaldino hides his double
employment but also the whereabouts of
each master from the other. Serving two
masters provides not only its own hazards,
but also four young lovers, two feuding
fathers and one major plot twist keeps
Truffaldino dancing between the frying pan
and getting fired until fate intervenes and
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io‘ e Uik.0 again wins the day.
The retelling of a classic story of mistaken identities, strained engagements, revenge
and the quest for love ... and a meal, -The
Servant of Two Masters- promises to be a
night of non-stop laughter. Murray State and
Murray community members are invited to
join the Department of Theater in the Robert
E. Johnson Theatre April 9-11 at 7:30 p.m.
or April 12 at 2:30 p.m. For further information ticket information, call the box office at
809-4421.
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- The legendary singer Vi Ilhe Nelson will perform at the Carson Center on Monday, May 25. at 7 p.m. Tickets go
on sale Monday at 10 a.m.
If ever the words "living legend" were more than just public relations bluster, they would apply to Willie Hugh Nelson. The iconic
Texan is the creative genius behind historic recordings such as
"Crazy,- "Hello Walls." "Red-Headed Stranger," "On The Road
Again" and mary. many more. With a career spanning six decades,
Willie Nelson's discography boasts more than 200 albums. With
every conceivable award and honor to be bestowed a person in his
profession. Nelson has amassed reputable credentials as an author,
actor and activist. Willie Nelson's music is ad adventurous as evermixing sounds and styles, bending genre boundaries and engendering the talents of today's most vibrant artists.
Tickets may be purchased by calling the box ofke
.
-at (270)4504444 or by visiting www.thecarsoricenter.org. The .Carson Center
Box Office is located at 100 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah. KY with
hours Monday to Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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marks five years
Photo provided
Willie Nelson will perform in Paducah May 25.

Dueling Chefs
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. - .1w 'light I. abaret Theatre presents the
annual production of Dueling Chefs April 3 and 4 at Ken-Bar Lodge
in Gilbertsville. Make your reservations now for an International
Gourmet Dining experience and entertainment. Watch the Chefs
from Artisan Kitchen prepare two exquisite meals. Each Chef challenging and competing for your vote on the best Appetizers. Salads.
Entrees. and Desserts. For reservations. call (270)436-2399.
Twilight Cabaret is always in search of support staff and company performers. Currently, producer Shirley Johnson is holding auditions for a female role for the summer 2009 production.

PADUCAH. Ky. - An elegant celebration of the first five
years of your regional performing arts center. It is black-tieoptional with dinner by Artisan
Kitchen and dancing to the
music
Equinox
of
Jazz
Orchestra,
whose
playlist
includes Frank Sinatra, Glenn
Miller, Harry Connick Jr.
Michael Buble and Tony
Bennett. Cocktails begin at 6
p.m. Kentucky public officials
will give remarks at 7 p.m. with
dinner to follow. Kentucky
public officials who already
have made reservations include
It. Gov. Dan Mongiardo. for-

mer Gov. Paul Patton, Sen. Bob
Leeper and Representatives
Mike Cherry, Brent Housman
and Steven Rudy.
Reservations must be made
by March 21. For more information or to make a reservation.
call (270) 443-9932, extension
240 or 241. The evening is
sponsored by USEC. The menu
includes Sopa Criolla Cubana, a
Cuban-influenced chicken and
vegetable stew: artisan spinach
salad: petite beef tenders with
leek and crimini mushrooms in
sherry sauce: slow-roasted root
vegetables
Brazilian
and
tartlets.

Photo provided
GOOD WORKS PROGRAM: Murray An Guild Board
President Karen Mize Harper reviews information from the
Kentucky Colonels Good Works Program with Board member Annette Owsley. The Guild was recently awarded matching funds through the Honorable Order of Kentucky Colonels
for facility renovations. With this financial support, the Guild
was able to re-roof their facility at 500 N. 4th St. The Murray
Art Guild is a non-profit community arts organization which
depends On the generous support of organizations like the
Kentucky Colonels to continue its programming in the visual
arts for artists and community members of all ages and abilities. For more information about the Guild. go to murrayartguild.org or call 753-4059

Paducah's l'vlarket
House Theatre
holds Curtain Call
PADUCAH, Ky. - Market House Theatre has rescheduled their
tirst-ever Curtain Cali, an auction and fundraiser benefit which
originally set for Feb. 13. to Friday at 7:30 p.m. because of lingeiing effects of the recent ice storm. Committee Chair Valerie Pollard
said many of the people involved with the fundraising effort are still
without power. -We felt it was it was more important for our committee and audience members to devote their time and energy ink)
their family and homes at this time," she said. -The extra time will
hop-artily allow everyene to recover from the storms effects." .
The event will include a live auction (auctioning off the part el
Glenda. the Good Witch and The Wizard, not to mention several
others), a silent auction and the announcement of the winners of tlie
business competition.
This feature presentation will be held Saturday. June 20th stirring the "winners" from the business competition and live time&
event.
Tickets for the auction on March 20 can be purchased by callitlg
the box office at (270)444-6828. for a cost of $20. Drinks and ligrit
hors-d'oeuvres are included in the ticket price.

Artsinthe Region
• The band 61 South will performat Nick's Family Sports Pub
in Murray Friday beginning at
8:30 p.m.
•The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"The Man on the Radio in the
Red Shoes: A Documentary of
Garrison Keillor" at 7 p.m.
Friday. March 20. An opening
reception with WKMS for the
'This I Believe Project" will be at
5:30. The movie will also play
the following two days.

The 18th Flamingo Art Gallery
Paintings. Drawings, Prints, & Photography
by

JERRY SPEIGHT
16 Original
Corvette
Model
Illustrations
With 500
Limited
Signed &
Numbered
Print
Editions

10 Original
Landscape Images
Drawn On
The Brandon
Plantation
From The
Howard Brandon
Antique Automobile
Collection.
500 Print Editions
Available

Mason's Commons Strip Mall
1606 North 121 Bypass Suite 20 Murray, KY
Cell Anytime 270-293-2072 - 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Appointment Anytime - Financing Available

• Murray State University will
host auditions and interviews for
the 2009 Kentucky Center
Governor's School for the Arts
programs from 6 to 9 p.m.
Friday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday at the Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
• The Paducah Symphony
will present "My Kentucky
Home" at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at
the Carson Center. For tickets
call (270) 450-4444 or visit
www.thecarsoncenter.org.
• Clarinetist Scott Locke. violinist Sue-Jean Park and pianist
A. Matthew Mazzoni will play a
faculty recital at 8 p.m. Tuesday
in the Doyle Fine Arts Building's
Performing Arts Hall.
• The 1958 Alfred Hitchcock
classic "Vertigo," starring James
Stewart arid Kim Novak, will be
shown at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the
Cuff's Center Theater as part of
the Tinseltown Tuesdays series
• MSU's Cinema International
series will present the best of
the 2007 River's Edge Film
Festival at 7:30 p.m. March 26.
27 and 28 at the Cures Center
Theater.
• Murray State University's
Wrather
West
Kentucky
Museum
will
host
the
Smithsonian Institution Museum
on
Main
Street
exhibit
"Between Fences' until April 18
• The MSU Jazz Festival will
be March 27 and 28
• Clarinetist Whitney Coyle
will perform a senior recital at 2
p.m. Sunday, March 29 in the
Performing Arts Hall
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916 0,
hteagueer murrayledger corn
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MURRAY STATE 13. CENTRAL ARKANSAS II

'Breds win wild one
MSU HOLDS OFF I t RIMS CENTRAL ARKANSAS RALLY

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Murray State junior Jason Laws drove
in three runs on two hits in Wednesday's win over Central Arkansas.
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The Murray State offense scored at least
one run in the third through seventh innings
and held of a furious Central Arkansas rally
to hold on for a 13-11 victory in the second
game of the two-game series at Bear
Stadium.
The 'Breds (13-5) found their offense in
the third as Elliot Frey walked and was sacrificed to second by Kyle Tiernan. Zach
Noonan plated Frey with a double just inside
the bag at third. With two outs. 11)1er Owen
delivered a run-producing double into the gap
in right center and Laws followed with an
RBI single to center field.
MSU sent nine men to the plate in the

fourth and pushed across five runs to open up
and eight-run lead. The inning started with a
Bryan Propst walk, followed by a Daniel
Miller base on balls and a Frey single through
the left side. Tiernan plated Propst from third
with a sacrifice fly to center field. UCA
looked like they had the damage minimized
as they got a pop up on the infield for the second out.
The 'Breds had other ideas as Wes
Cunningham plated two runs with a single
back through the middle. Owen followed
with an RBI double into left center and Jason
Laws followed with a run-scoring single up
the middle.
le See MU,8A

PREP BASEBALL PREVIEW:

RICK BOWMER

AP

Western Kentucky's Orlando Mendez-Valdez. left, and A.J
Slaughter smile dunng practice for the NCAA tournament
Wednesday at the Rose Garden in Portland, Ore.

MURRAY TIGERS

ck in black?

Can Hilltoppers
offer repeat of last
season's magic?
WKU FACES DEPLETED ILLINOIS
SQUAD IN TODAY'S FIRST ROUND
10, ANNE M.PBERSON
With the keys to that team
gone and a new head coach.
AP Sports Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Western Kentucky was considWestern Kentucky's goal is not ered a longshot to even return to
to repeat last season's surprising the tournament. But the
run in the NCAA tournament. Hilltoppers nonetheless rolled
It's to make such postseason.; through the conference and won
commonplace
for
the the Sun Belt tournament to earn
an automatic bid.
Hilltoppers.
Twelfth-seeded
McDonald has said he enviWestern
Kentucky (24-8) will have a sions his team looked upon in
first-round challenge this season the same way as Gonzaga and
in fifth-seeded Illinois(24-9)on Memphis, mid-major teams that
Thursday.
have a national profile.
"The biggest encouragement
But first there's Illinois.
we can give to our team is.
"We want to advance."
'How far do you want to go with
McDonald said. "We want to
this thing?" coach Ken
give our best shot at Illinois, and
McDonald said. "With as great a
make sure after 40 minutes that
year as we've had, we don't
want this ride to end. And we we have no regrets."
Western Kentucky is led by
want to continue to gain respect
senior guard Orlando Mendezby advancing."
Western Kentucky grabbed Valdez, averaging 14 points a
attention last season with a tear game, and junior A.J. Slaughter.
to the regional semifinals. As the averaging 15.8 points. They
12th seed. the Hilltoppers first enter the tournament on a sevendefeated Drake 101-99 in over- game winning streak.
time, then beat San Diego 72-63
"We feel confident. We've
before falling to UCLA.
been here before, we know what
The victory over Drake was to expect." Mendez-Valdez said.
especially dramatic, capped by "The main thing is to just keep
Ty Rogers' 30-foot buzzer-beat- our composure out there and just
er.
know that its a game of runs."
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TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

Murray catcher Tanner Richerson comes home to a mob of his teammates during a game at Ty Holland Stadium
last season. The Tigers lost five senior starters but hope to reload and return to the region tournament for a third
consecutive season.

GRADUATION LOSSES HEAVY, BUT TIGERS HOPE TO BUILD ON MOMENTUM OF 2008 SEASON
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
or Murray's baseball team, the
spring of 2008 felt more like two
seasons than one.
The Tigers started strong, then took
a midseason nosedive after an internal controversy surrounding several players'
decision to miss the All 'A' state tournament
in order to attend prom.
But the senior-led bunch resurrected
itself just in time for the postseason. hammering Calloway County in the district tournament to reach regionals, where they came
within a run of upsetting Heath and highly
touted pitching prospect Daniel Webb.
As invigorating as the Tigers' surprising
turnaround was, there's a sense that this
year's squad wants more.
"I think we're all coming back with the
same attitude this year.- says returning senior pitcher Roman Kelly. "Everybody's kind
of like,'Forget about prom this year; let's go
win a state championship."
That's going to be a tall order for a team
that loses five senior starters, including ace
pitcher Bradley Cobb. who has seen relief
action as a freshman at Murray State this
spring.
In addition to Cobb. the Tigers will also
miss most of the meat of their batting order,
including power hitters Shawn McClure and
Adam Heskett.
But third-year head coach Mike Johnson
has reason to believe his team is reloading.
Kelly appears poised to take on Cobb's role
after tossing a gem in a 3-2 district championship loss to Marshall County.
The Tigers also return last year's No. 3

F

starter, Brock Downey, a crafty lefty who
offers a stark contrast to Kelly. a hardthrowing righthander.
"We lose five guys that were very important in the last couple years with our success," said Johnson. "It's difficult sometimes to replace that but we feel we have
some more guys who are ready to step in
and try to balance it back out."
On offense. Johnson doesn't expect to be
able to replace a power stroke that knocked
II home runs out of cavernous Ty Holland
Stadium last season.
But while the Tigers' bats may not be a
threat to the football stands at the old field.
Johnson believes his team can threaten
opposing defenses in a different way.
"I'm not so sure our power numbers won't
drop off," he said. "But I think we'll do a
better job this year of hitting the gaps, driving the gaps, getting doubles and triples. 1
think this team is more of a gap team."
The Tigers were surprise contestants at
the region tournament last season after
upsetting Calloway County in the district
tournament. The Lakers had beaten Murray
twice during the regular season, both by
seven runs or more.
But once they arrived at the regional, the
Tigers nearly knocked off favored Heath in
a 7-6 first-round game in which they
roughed up Webb.
"I think these guys built confidence with
the region, especially our younger guys."
says Johnson. "I think what we're trying to
do now is get over that hump and get back to
regionals and win that game."
Kelly and Downey will anchor the Tiger
pitching staff, with Kelly expected to get
most of the big-game starts to begin the sea-

MURRAY
Tiuits
Coach: Me Johnson (3rd year)
Last year: 24-14 (advanced to region

tournament hrst

round)

Who's goner Bradley Cobt(P

313 SS} Adam Heskett
t1B) Tyler Holzschun (SS. OF, Shawn Mct;lure (LA- I

Chess Volp (P)
Who's back: Jordan Williams (OF. Cl. Jordan Garland
(lB P) Keaton Tate (38), Roman Kelly (P OF Daniel
Thee (SS). David Kuykenctall (P OF. Aron Sweeney
(213 Pl. Tanner Richerson (C). Brock Dovmey (OF Pi
Who's new: Scott York ilB P. David Vinson (IF P)
Chnstan Duncan (OF). Matt Frtzer (38. P) lan Heskett
(OF. CI Austin Adams (IB.

NIT ROUNDUP

Tigers go deep to
beat UT Martin
AUBURN HITS
SEASON-HIGH 14
FROM BEYOND
THE ARC IN FIRST
POSTSEASON
GAME SINCE 2003

mon

By JOHN
AP Sports Writer
AUBURN. Ala. (AP)
TIGERS SCHEDULE
DeWayne Reed scored 23
Misch 23: Commun•ty Chnstan 24: at Caldwell Co 26:
points and Quantez Robertson
Heaths 27: Ingo Co• Lyon Co• 28: Unron Cog 31: vs
Mohlenberg South`L,
added 19 — both career highs
April 2: vs Green ,Orsol% 5. Si Mary. 11: vs Maylwer 13:
— to lead Auburn to an 87-82
al Tr% Co 14: Caldwell Co 17: at Paducah Tegienan at
CommunIty Chnstsan. IS Livngslon Central. 20: Marshall Co
victory over Tennessee-Martin
21: at Marshall Co 23: Carlisle Co 24: vs Boyd Co' 25: no
in the opening round of the NIT
Chnshan Academy (taleteller vs Loursvolle Seneca' 27:
Macon County (Tenn ) 25 at Si Mary 30: at Chnsoan Co
on Wednesday night.
Mey 4: Caikmay Co a at Calloway Co 7: at Graves Co II:
Reed made five 3-pointers
Greenwood Hickman Co S. L.vrngston COritfil 11: al
Hophosvele 12: at Lyon Co 14, GOIVOS CO IS al Ballard
for the Tigers (23-11), who hit a
Mernonal
season-high 14 from beyond the
• Murray Net Classic
arc in their first postseason
%atRearm E venoms Myrtle Beach Sc I
game since 2003. Auburn faces
at Fast Flown at a Classic t.fictirnen co
Tulsa on Friday night.
'at Loursvele inveahonal Tournament
Lester Hudson, the nation's
son. In all. Murray has five returning pitch- No. 2 scorer, led the Skyhawks
ers who tossed varsity games last year.
(22-10) with 33 points. 12
Senior Jordan Garland pitched nearly 30 rebounds and seven assists. The
innings last year while senior David Ohio Valley Conference regular
Kuykendall and junior Aron Sweeney saw season champions were making
limited action. All three will be counted on their first Division I postseason
for starts, as well as to hack up Kelly and appearance.
UT Martin trailed by 15
Downey.
points midway through the second half. but made it tight at the
•See TIGERS. SA

DAVE MARTIN

AP

Auburn's Korvotney Barber
(1) knocks a rebound to a
teammate as TennesseeMartin's Eric Massey (40)
defends during the NIT firstround game at Beard-Eaves
Memonal Stadium in Auburn.
Ala . Wednesday night
Colleuelaskierxem Thurasineet
Austin Pay lost to Bradley laid nigh;
Poona. ii. elinwlating them trom the lour
nament The OVC's only other school ala
*mgE Morehead Stele. who bielkOn

Lowed. Frklay at 6:10 p.m.

end.
Auburn hit six of 10 free
throws over the final 52 seconds
to seal the win.
•See MARTIN,8A
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MSU HOOPS ROUNDUP

Two Racer recruits to do battle in All-Star game

_s-c-cragrm Er CPII

Haverstock Insurance Agency

CANAAN, DANIEL SET TO PLAY IN ALABAMA-MISSISSIPPI ALL-STAR GAME
By titsu Sporn laninnados
Two Murray State basketball
signees will play against each
other in Friday's Alabama
Mississippi basketball all-star
game.
Isaiah Canaan of Biloxi High
School will suit up for the
Mississippi all-stars. while
Edward Daniel of Woodlawn
High School in Birmingham
will play for the Alabama allstars.
The game is scheduled for

Friday at 7 p.m. at the Pe[hail,.
Ala. Civic ('enter.
Canaan is a finalist for
Mississippi Mr. Basketball honors after leading his Biloxi team
to the 5A State Championship
and a 30-3 record. He has also
been named to the finalist list for
Gatorade Player of the Year.
Canaan scored 24 points per
game. dished out seven assists
per game during his senior season, and was the Mississippi
State Tournament MVP.

Daniel's
team
from thirds of a talented 2009-2010
Woodlawn made it to the freshman class for the Racers
Alabama quarterfinals before
that will join the team in the fall
ending the season 24-8. He
as
freshmen. Colin Skater. a 6-5
scored 15.8 points per game.
grabbed II rebounds and forward from North Cobb High
blocked 3.5 shots for Woodlawn School in Kennesaw, Ga. is the
and was named to the regional other member of MSU's recruitfinals all-tournament team.
ing class.
He also won the class 5A
All three from the MSU class
slam-dunk contest at the state
will likely receive more postfinals.
Daniel. a 6-7 forward and season honors before they arrive
Canaan. a 5-11 guard, are two- in the fall.

101SAA SWEET 16

Central beats Graves in final seconds
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A win almost slipped through
Central's fingers.
Leading by 13 at halftime
and seemingly coasting to a
state tournament victory. Central
let off the pedal just enough for
Graves County to make it a
game.
Graves County had managed
to fight back, taking its first lead
of the game at 39-37 with a
minute left in the third quarter,
threatening to pull away with
the upset.
"I really don't know what
happened in that third quarter,"
said Central coach Doug Bibby.
But Central fought through
the furious rally and managed to
overcome poor second half
shooting and 17 turnovers to
win 53-51 in the final seconds of
the third game of the Boys'
Sweet Sixteen State Basketball
Tournament at Rupp Arena on
Wednesday.
The lead came off senior
guard Alex Morrisons jumper
with 20 seconds left. A steal by
freshman guard Desmond
Brown with six seconds remaining sealed the game.
Graves County had managed
to fight back from a 13 point
half-time deficit, taking its first
lead at 39-37 with a minute left
in the third quarter. Still, 22
turnovers doomed the Eagles.
Senior forward Ridge Wilson
led Central with 16 points, and

Morrison added II
"Coming into the game we
underestimated them," Wilson
said. "Even though we won, we
won ugly."
With five football players
filling out the Central roster,
including Wilson, a University
of Kentucky football recruit, the
Yellowjackets managed to overpower the Eagles on the boards
and in the paint.
In their second consecutive
tournament appearance. Central
bolted to an early 16-11 lead in
the first half. They scored 22
points off turnovers and
outscored Graves County 30-24
in the paint.
Central will play the winner
of Corbin and Eastern on Friday

.Olprn.
Eastern beats Corbin 75-61
Fut one of the teams in the
first round of the Kentucky
Boys Sweet Sixteen State
Basketball Tournament, their
first taste of March madness
proved not to be their last.
West Jessamine (27-8), playing in their first state tournament, fought back from an 11point deficit in the second half
and to beat Hazard 51-40 and
advance to the quarterfinals at
Rupp Arena on Friday.
Hazard (26-9) led heading
into halftime, but seemed to run
out of offense, managing only
one point in a free throw in the
fourth quarter.
In Wednesday's next match,

Grayson Countys speed and
hunry-up style of play frustrated
Adair County and gave the
Cougars a 45-33 win.
Adair County (26-8) was
kept to just 33 percent shooting
and out-rebounded 45-33.
Junior Guard Travis Johnston
scored 13 points to lead Grayson
County.
Central (17-14) will face off
against Louisville city rival
Eastern Friday at 1:30.
Easterns Speed dominated
power as the Eagles held off
Corbin, despite being outsized
below the basket.
Senior guard Chris Dowe
scored 27 points to lead Eastern
to a 75-61 win over the
Redhounds.

•Tigers
From Page 7A
Murray's offense will likely begin with senior
left fielder David Kuykendall, whom Johnson says
has early dibs on the lead off spot.
Kuykendall never got on track last season after
suffering an ankle injury during basketball season,
but Johnson likes his ability to consistently hit the
ball in the middle of the field and bunt successfully.
There isn't much question as to who will be
manning the rest of the Tiger outfield this spring
— Downey will cover center while Kelly will take
right.
Because all three of his outfielders also pitch,
Johnson figures to rely heavily on senior Jordan
Williams and freshman Ian Heskett to start regularly in the outfield.
Johnson's lineup is set for the infield as well,

Garland will man first base while Sweeney will be
the regular starter at second. Senior Keaton Tate
returns at third base.
At shortstop, senior Daniel Thile takes over.
Thile saw limited action last season, but led the
Tigers in hitting during summer league.
"He played (shortstop) some last year backing
up Cobb,- said Johnson. "He just had a really
great summer, se we're boking for a lot of production out of his bat."
Behind the plate, Murray will look to returning
catcher Tanner Richerson. Richerson, a two-sport
athlete, missed most of football season this fall
due to a neck injury, but has been cleared to play
baseball.
"He'll hit in the middle of the order, he does a
good job defensively and his swing's gotten a lot
better this year," says Johnson.

ICIP

Nobody Mr protect your AlITO
any better than we can!
211 S 12(41 St • Murray KY • 753-3115

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NCAA Tournament Glance
By Its. Associated Press
All Times CDT
Opening Round
A! VD Arena
Deyton. Ohio
Tuesday. March 17
Morehead State 58 Alabama Slate 43
EAST REGIONAI
First Round
Thursday, March 19
At Greensboro Coliseum
Greensboro, NC.
Texas (22 I+) vs Minnesota (22-10).
6 10pm
Duke (28-6) ,s Binghamton (23-8). 30
minutes following
At The Wachovla Center
Philadelphia
Villanova (26-7) vs Arnencan (24-7)
6 20 p m.
UCLA (25-8) vs. Virginia
Commonwealth (24-9) 30 minutes lotFriday. March 20
At Taco Bell Arena
Eloaw Idaho
Kanner (25-7) vs Portland State (23-9)
625 p.m
Ronda State (25-9) vs Wisconsin (1912), 30 minutes following
At UD Arens
Dolton. Ohio
Oklahoma State (22-11) vs Tennessee
(21-12), 11:25 am
Pittsburgh (28-4) vs FTSU (23-10). 30
minutes following
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday March 19
Al Greensboro Coliseum
Greensboro, N.C.
LSU (26-7) vs Butler (26-5) 11 20 a it,
North Carolina (28-4) vs Radford (21
11), 30 minutes following
At The Sprint Center
Kansas City, Mo.
Clemson 123-8) vs Michigan (20-131
G 10
Oklahoma 127-5) vs Morgan State (2311) 30 minutes tollowng
At The Rose Garden
Portland. Ore.
Gonzaga (26-5) vs Akron (23- 1 2) 625
pm
Illinois (24-9) vs Western Kentucky (248). 30 minutes following
Fridley, March 20
At American Airlines Arens

Mame
Syracuse (26-9) vs Stephen F Austin
(24-7) 11 15 m
Ancona Stale (24-9) vs Temple (22- I
30 minutes following
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Fridley, March 20
At U0 Arena
Dayton. Ohio
Louisville (28-5) vs Morehead State
(20-15). 6 10 p m.
Ohio State (22-10) vs Siena (26-7) 30
minutes following
At American Airlines Arena
Miami
Utah i24-9) vs Arizona [19-13) 610
pm
Wake Forest (24-6) vs Cleveland State
125 10) 30 minutes lollowing
At The Hubert H. Humphrey
Metrodome
IlMnbampolis
Kansas (25-7) as North Dakota State
(26-6). 11 30 a.m
West Virginia (23-11) vs Dayton 126 7).
30 minutes following
Boston College 122-11) vs Southern
California (21-12), 6 20 p m
Michigan Stale (26-6) vs Robert Morns
124-10) 30 minutes following
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 19
At The Sprint Canter
Kansas City, Mo.
Memphis (31-3) vs Cal State
Nurthndge (17-131, 11 25 am
California 122-10) vs Maryland 120-131
30 minutes following
At The Wechovia Center
Philadelphia
BYU (25-7) vs Texas 58M (23-91
11 30 a m
Connecticut (27-4) vs Chattanooga
(18-16) 30 minutes following
At The Roes Garden
Portland Ore
Purdue (25-9) vs Northern Iowa ‘23101 130pm
Washington (25-8) vs Mississippi State
(23-12), 30 minutes following
Friday, March 20
At Taco Bell Arena
Bois*, Idaho
Marquette 124-01 vs Utah State (30-4)
11 30 a m
Missoun (28-6) vs Cornell (21-9) 30
minutes following

SportsBrieis
•The Lady Laker softh311 skills clinic will be followed by Meet the'.
Lakers on Saturday. March 21 from 9 a.m, to noon at Lady Laker Field:
or indoors in case oi inclement weather. There is a $25 registration fee•
that includes a T-shirt. Grades K-6 are invited to attend. Contact Coach
Troy Webb at 293-3623 or troy.webbOcalloway.kyschools.us.
•The MHS Quarterback Club will meet this Sunday. March 22 at 2
p.m. in the MHS catetena. All parents and boosters should plan on
attending. Dates and plans for next year will be set.

•Martin
From Page 7A
during an 18-2 run to build a 19The Tigers had revived point lead late in the first half
NCAA tournament hopes by even with Barber and Tay
winning nine of 10 games, but Waller on the bench with two
didn't receive an invite after fouls apiece. Auburn managed
losing to Tennessee in the to contain Hudson for nearly 17
Southeastern Conference semi- minutes. Then he set up one 3finals. They got a scare despite pointer with a drive and dish, hit
two of his own and had a steal
dominating early.
The Skyhawks pulled to and dunk in a whirlwind 91-secwithin 77-72 on Hudson's long ond spurt.
3-pointer over Frankie Sullivan
Auburn coach Jeff Lebo, a
with 1:34 left.
former Tennessee Tech coach in
Reed answered with a short the OVC, is now 10-0 against
jumper in heavy traffic. He then UT Martin.
grabbed a loose ball away from
INOWLEY
Hudson and hit Robertson for
PEAT 74
an alley-oop to push the lead
PEORIA, Ill. - Senior forward Theron Wilson led
back to nine.
Hudson struck again, hitting Bradley with 18 points and 18
all three free throws after get- rebounds and the Braves (19ting fouled on a 3-point attempt 14) opened the inaugural
with 54 seconds left. Olajide Collegelnsider.com Postseason
Hay's putback cut the lead back Tournament with an 81-74 victo five with 39 seconds remain- tory against Austin Peay (19ing but Reed and Robertson put 14) Wednesday night at Carver
the game away at the line.
Arena.
Robertson had six rebounds,
Austin Peay senior forward
six assists and four steals for Drake Reed recorded a doubleAuburn, which made 14 of 29 double with game-highs of 24
3s. Korvotney Barber added 10 points and 11 rebounds and
points and eight boards while three other Governors - Kyle
Frankie Sullivan also scored 10. Duncan, Wes Channels and
Reuben Clayton and Benzor Anthony Campbell scored II
Simmons each had 12 points for points apiece.
Sophomore
guard Sam Maniscalco added
UT Martin.
But the Tigers went to the 15 points for Bradley, while
line 35 times and made 21, freshman point guard Eddren
compared to just II-of-l4 for McCain turned in a solid allaround game with 13 points,
UT Martin.
Auburn hit four 3-pointers five assists, five rebounds and

Ausnis

four steals and junior guard
Chris Roberts added 12 points.
The Braves enjoyed their
second-best 3-point shooting
game of the season by draining
II-of-20(.550)from beyond the
arc. Ironically, the team's best
game of the year from 3-point
range came against another
opponent from the state of
Tennessee, a 13-for-24 effort
Nov. 29 against East Tennessee
State. Maniscalco buried 4-of-7
long range attempts and his trey
with 2:27 remaining gave the
Braves some breathing room,
70-64.
Although the Braves shot
just 63.2 percent from the free
throw line. Bradley outscored
the Governors, 24-5, from the
stripe. Austin Peay was whistled for 24 fouls, resulting in 38
Bradley free throw attempts.
The Braves made II-of-14
attempts in the final 1:44 to
close the game out.
Bradley led by double-digits
in both halves, only to see
Austin Peay repeatedly rally.
The Braves went on a 10-0 run
to grab a 21-11 lead with 12:35
left in the first half, but after
Taylor Brown sank two free
throws to regain the doubledigit cushion, 23-13, the
Governors used a 12-2 push to
pull even once again. The lead
changed hands four times.
before the Braves managed a
40-26 advantage at the break

To Plate Your Ad
Call Jill or Ashley at

753-1916
For Details!

PRICES:
30 words # of
or less* days
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•MSU
From Page 7A
MSU scored for its third-straight inning in the
fifth as Frey hit a solo home run to left center.
UCA i11-7) got on the board in the fifth as
Bobby Pritchett tripled into right center and scored
on Jordan Getchell's single to left center. The
Bears pushed across their second run of the inning
on a sacrifice fly to right center off the bat of Eric
Tennyson.
The offense responded for MSU in the sixth as
Noonan walked and scored on Cunningham's linedrive home run to right center. A pair of walks and
a hit batter loaded the bases with two outs before
a wild pitch allowed the third run of the inning to
score.
The Bears got one run back in the sixth on
Dillon Smith's solo home run to center.
MSU answered again in the seventh as a throwing error put runners on second and third with no
outs. Laws drove in the runner from third with a
sacrifice fly to center field.

The Bears made the game interesting late as
they got a two-run homer from Blake Roberts in
the seventh and three-run shots from Throneberry
and Richey Irvin in the eighth.
Matt McGaha (1-01 picked up the victory in his
first appearance this season as he allowed one run
on three hits over 1.2 innings. Dustin Ward (0-3)
took the loss after giving up three runs on five hits
over three innings. Daniel Calhoun(1)picked up
the save by pitching a perfect ninth inning.
The offense was paced by Cunningham who
went 2-for-5 with a home run and four RBIs.
Noonan and Laws each collected two hits and
drove in three runs, while Frey was 2-for-2 with a
home run, three walks and three runs scored
Owen added a pair of RBI doubles.
The 'Breds return to the diamond March 21
against Jackson% ille State in the Ohio Valle
Conference opener for both teams. The doubleheader is set to begin at 1 p.m.
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Each Kit includes:
• 2 Fluorescent 11-x14" All-weather Signs
• 140 Bright Pre-Priced Labels
• Successful Garage Sale Tips
• Pre-Sale Checklist
• Sales Record Form

$11

1

$16
$20

2
3

31-70
words*

$18
$28
$35

*includes all words in ad
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In Loving Memory
Ray Walker

rey

State

Nov

6,

1939 - March 19, 2008

!I26
hem
I Moms

To know him was to love him,
Both for family and friend,
And the sweetness of his memory,
lime can neither dim or end.
We love you and miss you Ray.
Sadly Missed By
Family and Friends

20 1'3)

March Madness Sale
Charlie's Antique Mall
in Historic Hazel, KY
Special Savings up to 75% off,
BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR
Saturday Feb. 28th through the end of March'

Don't Miss This Special Salt,
For more info, and to sign up for special
drawings go to http://charliesantiquemall
kMiliMrkk

C
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(23Invitation to Bid Murr•y Middle School
& Murray High School Yearbooks

al State

(30-4)

1 30

eet the
Sr Field
bon fee
Coach

22 at 2
;Ian on

ii

The Murray Board of Education la accepting sealed
bids for the 2009-2010 Murray Middle School and
Murray High School Yearbooks. Bids will be
accepted until 2 00 p.m.. Thursday April 9, 20119 at
the Murray Board of Education, Carter
Admimetration Building, 208 S 13th Street,
Murray KY 42071. The Murray Board of
Education reserves the right to waive defect, and
informalities in bids and to reject any or all bide

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sourcos reliable, but
inotaairacies cio occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons arid companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of to employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activtheS

BRITTHAVEN
Benton now has a full
time
housekeeping
position must oe sole
to work days afternoons and weekends.
Apply in person at
Brathaven of Benton
2607
Main
Street
Benton, KY No phone
calls please EOE/AAE
DANCERS
needed
Cash nightly. Wed-Sat.
270-227-4028

JOG.

INVITATION TO BID SCHOOL PICTURES
The Murray Board of Education is accepting sealed
bids for school pictures. grades K-12
Bids will be
accepted until 2.30 PM Monday, April 9, 200G. at
the Murray Board Office Specifications are on file
at the Murray Board of Education. Carter
Administration Building, 208 S 13th Street
Murray KY 42071 The Murray Board of
Education reserves the nght to reject any under
all bide

Notice of a Public Hearing
Murray Calloway Trarisd Authority will hose a
public Coordination Meeting on Apnl 20. 2009 at
9.00 am at the Murray Calloway Transit Authonti
at 1111 Trailed Way in Murray Kentucky
The meeting will be in accordance with the
Stimulus Package. 5311/5309 Programs and New
Freedom operating grants on behalf of Murray and
Calloway, McCracken Carlisle. Fulton, Hickman.
Marshall. Graves and Ballard Counties in the
Purchase Region for the period of July 1,2009 to
June 30 2010
Ordinance Number 2000.141M I aecond reading I
and ordinance amending Section 32 Architectural
Review Board of the city of Murray Code of'
Ordinances in order to bring it in line with current
cooing regulations and Architectural Review Board
By-Laws
tXri H Thomas Ruqhms
H Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
Hada McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by: Warren Hopkins
City Attorney

Trait Milli;
'Next Generation's
Music DJs"
• Weddings • Prtvate Partic
,
• Song Requests Welcome
• Mixed music from all genres
• Soon to be hosting Karaoke
• Performing at the Keg
Friday Nights at Rpm

FULL Time position,
Warehouse employee
must have current
drivers license, capable of lifting heavy
matenal unloading
trucks, forklift operation, stocking store
matenal, computer
skills and customer
relations. Must come
to interview at Paint
Plus Floonng, Murray,
KY (270)759-4979
HANDYMANParttime. Prefer expenence
in construction, painting, mild plumbing
752-0201

)1

09a

050
Help Werited

BPITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for an RN. This is a
part-time dayshiff position for Tuesday.
Wednesday and
Thursdays. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Barton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for LPN's . We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Full and
part time positions are
available
Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
GRAPHIC
designer
wanted. Must be eaperienced
in
Adobe
Illustrator and Flash.
Call Stephanie 0 270753-2)50 ext. 109.
8'30-2.30 Mon-Fn.

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
casosay co Propene dr
in Murray Kea 10 0130Fmg
to.. beat propane cisiwery
00045205 &IVO! 100 16621
Musl have a
C.I3L-HezMat *linker
Exalter' pay. great benefits Please call 753- 7485
Co loll free for Warrer at
-800-874-4427 eat 1420,
erred him at
wvarrryce0upgas xr,

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wetspage at
inurrayledger coin,
).ou will be redirected
!ti sihnetwork coin
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
ifie, website
Hossein, as national
website. not all listings
on the pitinetwoik coin
are played through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

NOW accepting applications for part-time
cleaners. Apply at 609
S 12th St., Murray
from
10am-2pm,
March 24th-only.

Yb'est Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. has an

LEAD
generation/inside
sales. Looking for an
aggressive individual
to help grow our business. Sales.
Telemarketing. or
Customer Service
experience preferred.
Hourly rate plus commission. Send resume
and letter of application to Automated
Direct Marl. 1410 N
12th St, Ste (3. Murray,
KY 42071
MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling,
Immediate full/part
time positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour Paid
weekly. Call 762-9900
MURRAY
Calloway
County
Parks
is
accepting applications
for seasonal maintenance
workers
Applications available
at park office
NEW catenng, etc.
business seeking Food
Service
Specialist.
Food prep arid service
skills required. Flexible
schedule. Salary negotiable. Retirees and
nutrition
students
encouraged to apply.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L, Murray,
KY 42071
Prif)1,1CA1-1
or
Hopkinsville
Real
Estate licensing class
since 1992.
Days cr nights.
Debit/credit cards or
payment plan.
270-223-0789.
deloiseadamseyahoo.
COM
WANTED: A pleasant
person with computer
skills for a receptionist/property management position Submit
resume
to
centuryiob0aol corn

immediate opening for WEATHERIZATION
CONTRACTOR. Eligible client must have general carpentry skills. Must pass criminal background check Full-time position with benefits.
Mori-Fn. 8-430. Apply at West Kentucky Allied
Services. Inc. (270) 247-4046. WKAS is an

TON en
NEU FOR
$11.00 A Mal
753-1116

equal opportunity employer.

Brandon (270)34E3-4413
I

STE-VF, 11)1IFR
(

11.! 01 I

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay .

11 NNKR1 1'1( 1
( II 11'1 1 1,1`.

1

753-1752
INN

Free
Pallets
GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger A Times
First Conic

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
haveown auknnobile,964W-drivingrecord and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an applidation,at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

060
lish Bombe

PUBLIC
Relations
Specialist
Public
Relations.
Murray
State University. Fulltime, 12-month nontenure track position to
begin
May
2009.
QuellfIc•tIons.
Bachelor's degree in
journalism. communication, marketing or
related field required.
Minimum of two years
experience in public
relations and/or tournalism
required_
Additional experience,
graphic
along
with
design skill and photo
editing
preferred.
Accomplished
writer
and editor with the ability to write tor different
formats, and excellent
interpersonal communication skills in an
organization
setting
required. Knowledge of
and experience with
academic institutions
preferred
Demonstrated working
knowledge
of
new
media (social networking sites, news feeds.
applications, Clogging,
etc.) and hands-on
experience in media
placement
required.
R•sponsIbIlltt•s:
Position provides support and leadership in
promoting
Murray
State University's mission, goals, people and
regionally
programs
and nationally through
various media outlets,
with a strong emphasis
on innovative promotion to generate positive media attention.
Identifies key areas to
publicize:
evaluates
media
placement
opportunities;
and
develops and executes
communication work
plans. Writes assigned
and self-initiated news
releases and communications for external
and internal placement.
Application
Deadline: Postmarked
by April 3. 2009. To
Apply: Submit a letter
of application, current
résumé, names and
contact information of
three references, and
news and public rolalions writing samples
postmarked by deadline date to: Chair,
Public
Relations
Specialist
Search
Committee,
Murray
State University. Public
Relations. 429 Sparks
KY
Murray,
Hall,
42071. Women and
minonties are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an
equal education and
employment opportum
ty. M/F/D. AA employer.
THE Housing Authority
of Murray has a position opening for
Maintenance Aide.
This is an hourly position requiring some
overtime and on-call
duty. Benefits include
teeth insurance, dental coverage, retirement benefits after
one year of employment, paid holidays.
vacation and sick
leave Applications
and a full lob description are available at
the Housing Authority
of Murray main office
located at 716 Nash
Drive, Murray KY.
Applications will be
accepted wird March
26th at noon.

150
Macke
For S.

Hip Barad

ADVERTISEMENT
Assistant Detebsee
Administrator,
Information Systems
Department_ Full-time,
non-tenure track position to begin May,
2009. Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related field required.
Oracle DBA experimay
ence
be
exchanged for the
Bachelor's
degree
requirements on
a
basis
year-for-year
Minimum one year of
experience with Oracle
9. DBMS as an administrator required. One
year e`xpenence :Mt
Linux and/or Banner
preferred. Must have
strong oral and written
communication skills;
ability to work as a
member of a team.
R•sponsibIllthis.
Under direction of the
Manager, Applications
Development, support
the institution's activities related to installaconfiguration,
tion,
maintenance
and
upgrades
to
the
Operational Data Store
and other databases
required.
as
Application Deadline
March 23, 2009. To
Apply: Send letter of
application, resume,
and contact information for three referChair.
ences
to
Assistant
Database
Administrator Search
Committee.
Applications
Development Services
Support,
and
Information Systems,
Murray
State
University, 112 l&T
Building, Murray, KY
42071-3347. Women
and
minorities are
encouraged to apply.
Murray
State
University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity
WO,AA employer
TEMPORARY
# of openings: 12
Tobacco, Hay/Straw,
Crops,
Row
Agricultural
General
Workers Needed
Randall, Ronnie, &
Rustin Miller
Graves County. KY
05/01/2009-11(30/2009
Wages:
$7.25
3/4 of
$8.00/hour.
hours listed on ;ob
order
guaranteed.
Work tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably retum to their
permanent residence
working
each
day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& perform all lob specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. Apply for this
lob at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using lob listing
number KY0374884.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs1Jpgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old U S Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Liciods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
N5 a N. I

It) Ill 1
II Nhoti'

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

cleaners,
VACUUM
bags. belts & hoses
Jerry Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY

Pick -iii.
10.

1()
1i'ecIN

75.31-5504.1
tine tiller

,ect5

049.
1%.
4
ALMOST new
Kenmore Washer and
older dryer $300
0 B 0 226-8038

753-3153
LARGE
SELECTION

i0
Artlatee
For Sole

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELDEN S

10'X 16' storage shed
$2,500 0130
436-5084
2003 Club car Elec
.
golf cart. looks & runs
great!
$2,000/firm
.2002 Swisher "Ranch
King' 60" cut, pull type
lawn mower, 13 horse
start
elec.
•1994
$750 00iobo.
Pontiac Grand Prix
3.1V-6, runs great, new
tires. $800.00.
293-7109.
RIFLES FOR SALE
•Savage 300 WSM
•Rem. 30-06 Semi
Auto
'Savage 17 HMR
Target
•Rern. 700 Bolt
•12 gauge single Carrell shot gun
Call 227-6237
ROMAINE. cabbage,
broccoli plants, fresh
cut
lettuce
and
spinach.
Naturally
grown using organic
approved
products
Call 753-4050 or
703-9172.
VERY good condition
furniture. Blue sectional sofa. Recliners on
each end $150. Lift
chair 5325. Recliner
S.50. Sewing machine
$35. 753-1411

405/ Sooki201

. (270)7534713

TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed kneriors
603 Main St
753-6361

HEAVY gauge horse
stalls,
feeders.
2
fencers $500
262-490-4692
JD HI-Cycle Sprayers
600, 6,000, 6,500 from
$4,500.
&
Parts
Service. 502-550-4080

Motorcyle
helmets,
Jackets. boots, saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY

1,2, 38R homes
FSBO. Possible
finance. Set-up in
Murray. Bill 978-7656

I.

ez.k-into
Savings,
subscribe to the
111RRAI

LEDGER &TIMES

•

Home Delivery
3 mo.-2.30.00
6 MO.
yr.--MOSS)

1

Local Mail I
,Caflora,
3 mo..---$33.110
1 yr......-.91111.60

KY/TN

All Other Mail
Subscription&

Rest of
Menem k Bartuarel

3lao.....--$711-56
1 yr.----$120.1111

3 mo.
me.
1

........S96.00

I
Check

COUNTRY OW
HOUSEKEEPING
Spring Peening woody.
Iii-vrearay or monthly
We even do camel
Jerirvier 804-9007

Money Order

Visa

Name
1 St Address
City
State

ZIP--

02 Kan 3560937
Daytime Ph.
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

Mail this coupon with payment ii
Murray Ledger & Time..

First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony tat
panel TVs. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series. On display for
tree delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics. Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
wwwmurrayetectromcsinc.corn
(270)753-7567.

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

HOUSE & Office
cleaning References
293-1635
I.

I
I
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PUBLIC AUCTION

IT'S TIME TO GET
RID OF THOSE
UNWANTED ITEMS
By HAVING A
YARD SALE!

Saturday, March 21, 2009•10 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Kl".
From Mayfield, K1 take Hwy.80 East to 121 South through
Coldwater to Hwy. 1836 South,follow to auction.
From Murray, KT take 94 West to Lynn Grove. Signs posted.
Mrs. Teckla Farrell of 1004 West Gate Dr., Murray has
moved to a retirement home - selling for her and others.

Free!!
40.
YARD SALE KIT
WITH PURCHASE OF
YARD SALE AD!

King size bed - 2 night stands - breakfast set - 4 oak chairs dining table & chairs - buffet - nice sectional couch - nice
chairs - nice floral love seat - nice plaid sofa, chair & stool tile top table w/chairs - sewing machine - wrought iron set coffee & end tables -Nice glass top tables - oil paintings nice wall mirrors - twin bed - Oreck vacuum cleaner - some
good glass & china - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans
- cedar chest - big screen T.V. - World Books - wicker bar
stools - blankets & bedspreads - exercise bike - garden tools
- mirror - suitcase - pictures - linens - flatware - stove refrigerator - washer & dryer - bedroom suite - portable
Singer sewing machine with multi-stitch - 1980 Chevrolet
Pickup- metal Western Auto pedal tractor - Daisy BB gun.

(WHILE SUPPLIES LAS Ii
1 x2 Holds up to 30 words
One Day $1L00
Two Days $16.00
Three Days $20.00

2X2- Holds up to 70 words
One day $18.00

Two days $28.00

Will be an all day auction. Lots of smalls.
Not responsiblefor accidents. Lunch available.

Three days 635.00

IM_MILLER1271:94354144.
-1:ARRELL OAHE & TERRY 0PASCHAL. AUCTIONEERS
_ -iwy Service Doesn't Cost. it Pays"
OBAR AUCTION
Saturday March 21, 2009(9 AM)
Mason Holsappki Estate
and Murray Calloway County Hospital Swplus:
Directions, From itn ana Main in Murray go South 4 mikes to
-Junction of Hwy 641 S. and Tobacco Rd.(Watch for Signs)
Hospital Items: Storage cabinets, solid wood doors, light fixtures, waiting room style office furniture, Baby Bed: 5 Rocking Chairs
Mason Holsapple Estate:
Grandfather Clock; Seth Thomas 8 Day Clock; Miniature Grandfather
Clock; Wooden Dough Bova; Framed Prints (Willie & Meg) Mules by CV.
Vittitow and (The Old Amett Tobacco Barn) by J.C. Goodman-Pnnt number 6 of 500; Vases; Lamps; Gun Cabinet; Swivel Rocker; 2 Seat Sofa; 3
Scat Sofa; Coral Color Sitting Chair; 2 Clidar Roakara; Beautifully
Restored Parlor Chair; 2 Hand Painted Tables. Ionic Style Flower
Pedestal; Tea Cart: Silver Coffee Server; Picnic Basket: Wicker Chairs;
Small Child's Chair: Children's Games and Books; 3 Ironing Irons;
Computer Desks; 6 Foot Storage Cabinet; Veneer Top Desk; Zenith
Console TV., Old Entertainment Center; Raggedy Andy Lamp; Ornate
Makeup Mirror; Ionic Breeze Air Freshener; 4 Piece Marble Top Living
Room Table Set; 2 Bedroom Suites (Early American and French
Provincial); Ladder Back Chair: Bookcases; Brass Trim Vanity with Mirror
and Stool; Sewing Machine with Cabinet & Stool; Portable Sewing
Machine; Blue Setting Chair; Standing Glass Lampstand; Tall Wooden
Magazine Rack; 3 Piece Framed Pandas; Yamaha Keyboard; 2 120V
Window Air Conditioners; GE Side-By-Side Refrigerator/Freezer; GE
Washer & Clothes Dryer; Kenmore 20' Freezer; Hotpoint Refrigerator;
Kitchen Aid Portable Dish Wasner; Kenmore Washer and Dryer Set;
Kenmore Apartment Size Range/Oven, Hotpoint Range/Oven; 4 Concrete
Planters: 4 Green PVC Tables with chairs; 2 White PVC Lounge Chairs; 4
Samsonite Chairs; 4 padded folding chairs; Gas Weed Tnmmer; Metal
Deer Stand; Multi Function Folding Ladder; Metal Storage Rack: Several
pieces of nice glassware which includes a Green Fire King Bowl; Currier
& Ives Bakeware Pieces, Royal Dinnerware Dishes and many more than
space allows, Cartons of Books which include your favorite Cookbooks
and much more.
Please Note our Start Time of 9 AM (Rain or Shine). Not Responsible for
accidents. Announcements day of sale take precedence over printed
material.
Please Visit( HYPER.INK ^http.//wwee aLictionzip.cornwww.auctionzip.com) and enter Number 8652 to see photographs.
Mike Conley-Auctioneer & Broker,(-Hive Branch Auction & Realty
(270.29 !3232(.

Mot* Hanel ;or See
2-3BR homes. Will
consider trade- motorcycle,
automobile,
camper.
Bill-l270)978-7656
2003 Clayton 16x80
Vinyl siding, shingle
root, like new,
270-489-2525
REDUCED
1999
16x70
Fleetwood.
2BR, 2BA, all-appliances
including/garbage disposal. covered porch,
metal storage building,
carport Located Fox
Meadows.
731-247-3046
Noble Homes For Rro
3BR $275.00
753-6012
NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

1 BR apt, various lacations. Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
1BR all appliances in
University
Heights
Subdivision. Deposit,
lease, no pets. $325.
753-4937 M-F 8-5

2 BR brick duplex.
Located 609 Elm St.
residential
Quiet,
neighborhood. Close to
hospital,
school,
Weaks Center. C/H/A,
w/d, dw. disposal, carport. 10x20 covered
with lights and ceiling
fan.
$550+$400
deposit moves you in.
Short term
lease.
Available April 10th.
293-2797.
2 BR duplex, with
C.H.A.C., carport, all
appliances furnished,
no pets. 436-5960
2 BR, 2 BA, no pets.
406 Bambi Ct North.
270-841-5653,
270-376-2746.
28R 1BA Dupiex,
CHVAC, all appliances, trash, quiet
safe neighborhood.
$475/mo, 1 month
security, no pets.
(Z/U)b19-48.31
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets,
$290/mo. 767-9037

2BR apartment, nice
area, close to MSU,
includes washer/dryer,
$400 per month.
270-293-5871
28R Duplex. C/H/A, all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)752 u259
2BR duplex, nice.
CA-VA, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, stove
refrigerator, air conditioner furnished. No
pets. 6325.00/mo.
434-4114
3 BR duplex. Coleman
RE 753-9898
4 BR, 2 BA, al! appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
48R, 2.5BA duplex
now available. All appliances No pets. 1 yr.
lease, deposit. $760
per month. 753-4937
8-5, M-F

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

43

2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898
TOWNHOUSES
for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
oven,
refrigerator,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month. First
month 1/2 off. Call
270-348-0458.
2BR, patio, no pets
$355/mo. 293-6070

Murray Ledger & Times

WIER&TIMES
Tag /Garage Sale
1568 Mockingbird Drive, Murray
(Martin Heights Subdivision)
Friday and Saturday March 20 - 21;
8:00 am till 3:00 pm
and Sunday March 22;
1:00 pm till 3:00 pm.
Furniture, appliances, glassware, dishes,
collector plates, large collection of
cookbooks, sewing supplies,
gardening supplies, and baskets.
Sale to be held rain or shine.

siimeim

Far punt

DUPLEXES behind
Primary Care, all
appliances. Call
767-9948

4BR, 2BA, well water
C/H/A, $800/month. 6
8 miles out of town
270-559-3557

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash.
electric included.
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211

ONLY 1 1/4 miles from
Murray City Limits and
M.S.U. on 121N. 3BR,
1BA w/d, with 32x42
detached garage. CHA
newly remodeled. No
pets.
Lease $600
month. 270 753-1718.

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$600- 2 people, $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710

Boggess
Salt Store •
• 2477 Self Stomata
121N Across From
National Guard Arrncr,,

759-555

I

Commence Prop. Rif &Intl

1500 so ft Store
frontage, i
121N
bypass. $750 month.
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509(Steve)
after 5:00.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480

L

380
pats & Supplies

DOG Obedience,
436-2858.

LARGE niece 1BR all
appliances. 270-7595885, 270-293-7085
LIKE new, 18R apt, all
appliances,
1707
Brooklyn Dr. 270-5599080 or leave message.

SHIN-TZU puppies. AKC registered. Imperial
bloodline. Vet cnecker.i, wormed, first shots.
Parents on site. Ready for new homes middle of
April. Males $400, Females $500.
(270) 759-1206 or (270) 227-6212

NICELY
remodeled
28R duplex, furnished
including all appliances, no pets. 414 N.
8th.
489-2741.
$375/month
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VERY nice 2BR, all
appliances. 270-7595885, 270-293-7085.

2 BR, 1 BA, 2 car
garage, large yard
partially fenced. $550
plus
security
and
lease. 978-7441.
2 BR, appliances, w/d
hook-up, air conditioner, garage, big fenced
back yard. $525/mo.
South 9th St.
270-767-0615,
2 BR, very
Coleman RE
753-9898

nice

2BR, IBA older house
in Hazel. C/H/A, appliances furnished. Call
after 5pm.
731-498-8312
3BR. 2Ba, all appliances, C/1-41A in Hazel
$500/mo.. references,
deposit, no pets.
753-1059
3I3R, 2BA. Hardwood
floors. newly remodeled 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets
293-3710

Pets & Sumba

Fluitels
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
\

Ministirravy
All sizes to
fit your needs
Located by

From radio station

7

'759-

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST
Corner of 121 t. & (;kdll
111X10 $25 10x15 TAO

1270)436-2524
k276p 293-6566
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
"We sell boxes!
"We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
The Place to

AKC
registered
Pembroke Welsh Corgi
Puppies. 1 black/white
male. 2 tri color
females. Very sweet
and playful. $350.
753-0178.
SHIH-TZU Female
Puppy For Sale, 3months old; CKC registered: brown, black
and white; smart;
beautiful; sweet;
housebroken ($350).
Call 752-0166.

HAY for sale. Hybrid
Bermuda grass (horse
quality) square bale
$5.50 each. Mixed
Grass rolls $40/each.
270-293-3805
PIGS: 3 months old.
$30. Large Durock
Boar $25. 489-2741
SQUARE bale
$3.50 per bale.
978-1927

hay.

CHAvIS REAL
it. i2ii; tn-(270,1,
761-753"
„. .21031,705-447ri
- St:rainy
- F3rokie Aurti.

Start... Murray
Ledger 8 Times •

430
Real Edits

12701753-1916

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

rage Polite

ze n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218

United
Way
What Matters

ANNOUNCEMENTS
-ADVERTISERS You
an place a 25-word
lassified ad in 70
K entucky newspapers
'..Jr as little as $250 with
.ne order, one payment For information,
ontact the classified
.lepartment of this
aewspaper or call KPS
-502-223-8821

753-3853

(270) 753-0317
WWW

mccundedway con

*Special OPS US Navy.
Elite training Daring
missions
Generous
pay/ benefits HS grads
ages 17-34 Do you
have what it takes? Call
Mon-Fri (803)282-1384

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

$9.99
No
oank if qualified. Call 866account needed! No 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
www.CenturaOnline.co
$$$ down needed!
(866)689-0523
Call
now for details!
'Laid Off or Collecting
Unemployment? You
FOR RENT
may qualify for State
'Try www.kyrents.org- Training
Dollars,
a FREE service for Complete
Heavy
renters and landlords! Equipment
Operator
Custom
searches, Training in Less than 30
amenities, photos, driv- Days. Job Placement
ing directions, and Assistance. American
more!
Heavy
Equipment
Training. 866-280-5836
FOR SALE
MEDICAL
*Sawmills From Only
$2,900. Convert your 'Absolutely no cost to
logs to valuable lumber you! All brand new
wheelchairs,
with your own Norwood power
beds
and
portable band sawmill. hospital
Immediate
Log skeiders also avail- scooters
able.
norwood- delivery Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to qualsawmills.com/300n
Free information . 1- ity

*Help Wanted. Join WilTrans
Lease
or
Company driver program. Enjoy our strong
freight network. 1-888229-8712. Must be 23.
*Help Wanted: No Truck
Driver Experience- no
problem. Wil-Trans will
teach you how to drive.
Company sponsored
CDL Training. 1-888428-6374. Must be 23.
'Laid Off or Collecting
Unemployment? You
may qualify for State
Training
Dollars,
Complete CDL training
& Go to Work in 3
weeks Job Placement
Assistance.
TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
866-244-3644

*OTR Drivers- Join
PTL! Up to 34cpm.
•1OCIS Of
Models! Required 12 months
HELP WANTED
ZERO DOWN with land experience and CDL-A.
"FT Evaluators needed or as little as $1800. Out 10-14 days. No
to
complete
WAP FIRST TIME BUYERS! felon or DUI past 5
inspections of homes in SSI/DiSABILITY1 We years. 877-740-6262.
Madison. Estill, Powell, own the bank! PRE- www.ptl-inc.com
and Clark counties. APPROVALS call 606$12.83 per hour, bene- 678-8134
fits after 6 months.
Homes For Sat
SPORTING/SPORTMust attend required
ING GOODS
trainings and have a
3BR. 2BA new con
valid
KY
driver's 'Gun Show! March 21struction,
Campbell
license. Agency policy 22. Sat. 9-5 & Sun 9-4.
Estate. Great price.
regarding background Somerset. The Center Call for
appt.
checks
and
drug (2292 S Hwy 27) Buy, 753-3966, 293-9747.
screens applies. GED Sell,
Trade.
Info.
or HS Diploma and (563)927-8176. Kenny 3BR, 2BA, 2-story
cedar home. 5 private
computer experience Woods Gun Show inc.
acres. Fruit & hardreouired, knowledge of
wood trees. Appliances
home repair and basic
included.
$89,500.
principles of energy
270-227-4862.
systems helpful. Send
resume
letter
to
3BR, 2BA, 2.5 car
LAKE LOT
Kentucky
River
garage on 1 acre lot.
SALE
Foothills; P.O. Box 504;
Oaks Country Club Rd.
(Closeout
Clay City. KY 40312
$134,000.
Section 2)
270-210-4563.
2+ AC
30,200
3BR, 2 Bath ranch, 20
Free Covered
acres fenced, large
Slips!
barn, 4-horse stalls. 6Was 654.900.
garages, Pans, Tenn,
Gorgeous park-like
pnvate. $229,900, or
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
setting w/ private
Housing Ad Notice
rent
$1,100.
References required.
All real estate ads ertned herein access to spectacular
sublect to the Federal Fair Kentucky Lake! On
Call Torn Moody 0
Housing Act wluch rsakes it quiet rd w/ U/g utils
Moody RE
illegal to adverese ant preterfinancing.
1-800-642-5093
ewe, limitation or discrimina- Excellent
tion based on race coke rely- Call now 1-800-704BEAUTIFUL 3pon sex. handicap. familial sta- 3154,
Bedroom, 1-Bath
tus or national origin, or mien
x.2231.
KY
Land
non to make any such prefer1350 Sq-Ft ,brick.
ences, linutabons or discrimina- Partners, LLC
1502 Henry St.
tion
$87,500
State laws forbid discrimination
Call: 812-677-1046
in the sale rental or adverbsing
Kontos For Sao
of real estate based on factor. in
FSBO 3BR, 2BA, brick
addition to those protected
home. Features hardnder federal law
wood, tile, stainless
-OWNER
We will knowingly accept WV
steel appliances and
Financing** No
advertising tar reaf estate which
fenced back
yard.
s not in violation of the law All
Credit Chock
persons are hereby informed
1500
$119,000.
3BR, IBA, hardwood
hat all dwellings advertised are
Johnson Blvd.
floors, 223 East Main
available on an equal iipportu270-210-0663
run basis
Puryear, Tenn. $1.000
800-578-1363
300N

ext

For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising rniutre
ments, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P
i
MR COI

•Pq81111,101,

loa Rs SIN

Liokr
- 41letahLg.2)0194342L:L.ASI

Murray, KY 42071

812 Whitnell Ave.

*STAY AND PLAY at
one ot Kentucky s top
golf courses Cherry
Blossom Georgetown
Call
502-570-9489
about Stay and Play,
including
furnished
townhome. golf for four

Trucking
Driver
Company.
-DIVORCE With or
Trainees Needed' No
aithout cnildren $95
CDL- NO PROBLEM,
Aiith
FREE
name
Earn up to $900/ week
hange
documents
endorsed
College Company
wife only) and mantel •Spencerian
Job
,ettlement agreement (Lexington) seeks a CDL Training
Planning assistance
Financial
ast and easy Call us Financial
888-78024hrs/ 7 days 1-888- Coordinator Requires assistance
knowledge of Federal 5539
'89-0198
and State aid and an
'Class-A CDL Training
BUILDINGS
Associate Degree in
BBB accredited. Tuition
Email
related
field
.Building
Sale,
Reimbursement availr
esume
Unprecedented
Low
able. Job placement
bhighley
0
spencenan
e
Prices
REDUCED
assistance. Call Delta
DEPOSITS. LIMITED du EOE
Career Academy. 1,NVENTORY. 25x40 *Sullivan University iFt 800-883-0171
7amS6,844. 30x50 $7,844. Knox) is looking for an 7prri Mon-Sun,
35x60$12,995. 40x60 Adjunct
Economics
Miles
&
$15,995.
60x100 Instructor to teach two 'DriversPositions
$37,400. OTHERS! 1- web-assist courses on Freight:
8 0 0 - 6 6 8 - 5 4 2 2 Monday
evenings Available ASAP! CDL-A
www.pioneersteel corn beginning March 30, with tanker required.
Since 1980
a Top pay, Premium benRequires
2009_
efits and MUCH MORE!
•Huge Savings- Steel Master's degree with 18 Call or visit us online,
Arch
Buildings.
3 graduate hours in eco- 8 7 7 - 4 8 4 - 3 0 6 1
Email
Repoed 20x20, 25x36. nomics.
www o a kleytra ns port c
Will sell for balance puphaus0sullivan.edu. on,
EDE,
adved. Dont miss out!
'Drivers
Needed
Call Today! 1-866-352INSTRUCTIONAL
Werner Enterprises No
a716
'Attend College Online Experience required.
BUSINESS
from Home! *Medical Get your COL in few
SERVICES
'Business 'Paralegal short weeks Shared
'Computers *Criminal tuition program. Local
DISH
NETWORK
placement training
1-888-503Satellite TV systems Justice. Job
assistance Computer 5
5
1
1
installed FREE this
Financial
aid
vin.w.beatruckercom
week! 100+ Channels available.

,bbaytlitillesfebtish-ori

607 Poplar St # F

-Part-Time.
homebased Internet busiEarn
$500 ness
$1000 month or more
Flexible hours Training
provided No selling
required Free details
www.k348.com

1s9.4017
2934144

MOBILE HOMES

down. $395.00-monthly. Call Ruthie.
(270)753-2222
3,000sq.ft. home with
full-basement 4-5BR,
3BA with detatched
garage on 5-acres.
3yrs. old 3mi. north of
Lynn-Grove on 1836.
$265,000. 435-4662

MURF(AY Estates. 3
BR.
BA,
2.5
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated.
.5 acre
lot.Low 200's.
7 67-2246.
NEW 2100sqft. brick
home Hill top view. 1/2
mile to Murray. Must
see. $144.000. By
owner. 519-8570

(AA)Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land

or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

ttles

Murray Ledger & limes

Services 011erec

N at
slog
her ry
town
9489
Play,
istied
tour

I

•T rees shaped, Inmmed or removed
•Sturrip Removal •All modem epouipment
.24 hour emergency service •licensed &

Commercial &
Residential

port c

e uy
Houses!
Fast Casts Offer
Stop Foreclosure

eded
is. No
uired.
few
hared
Local
i-503-

71-HOME
761HOME.COM
480

Dm

Auto Pens

n WilOr
proStrong
1-888e 23.

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Cell 753-5606

i

llill
port Utility Vehicles

2004 Chevrolet Z71
Suburban
loaded
Excellent
condition
45,500-miles
one
owner, $16,000
293-4646

GREAT
graduation
presents, 2001 Honda
Civic. Loaded, suntoot,
lignt hat damage
$4.1 95 obc. $2,500
below book Both vehicle have all service
record 1997 Explorer
Eddie Bauer Every
option Leather, sunroof.
ext.
$3,695,
$1.400 below book
Open to reasonable
otters Have 2 new
cars 417-337-3561.
1999 Ford Taurus,
58,000 miles, new
tires, brakes runs perfect $3,500

1260)437-7946

147

46

, back
hardinless
arid
yard
1500

es 3
BA
tefully
acre

brick
w 1/2
Must
. By

de
nd

Jeremy 293-3983

I hursday, %larch 19, 2009 • Mt
530

Services Merle
Quality Tree Service

530
Services Offered

Services Ortere71
REUBEN'S
PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE

I

'Ceramic •Martile
•Hariivo

(270)978-0806
(270)382-2028

Calloway &
Marshall Co
Free estimates
(270) 293-2797

Quicker Better
Cheaper'

Aldndge 6 McCuiston
Rooting Co

V rive

Tim

r•

•

Is.giedlel sew
Licensee mnireelier
Fear Eadmiallasi
(270) 293-8688
(270)489-2069

(2701293-4020
(270)293-1924

I Hi.

ULTIMATE DETAIL
Fhe /1.19QProid ,
DC11.101 SPOCAVIN-A

Installation

Licensed & Insured
TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns. Garages.
Decks
Shingles & Metal
Rooting
Owner Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

• 141.1nd Washmay &
Mame searing at S40.
•*Midi.Remeval
. (2/0)873-7728

Ins
kocal
•Tnmrrung
'Take down •Rernosai
*Bucket TrUCIt •Chic.riser
(270)293-6105
(270)641-1516

DAVIS Hendywork's

Call

270.227.1591

DSW.PMNTI9IG
S6cietropic3t Repair

,:Fiee,Estarrates...
i'V.05.4itcTA, 105u.red

Services Offered

2006 Dodge Grand
Caravan SXT, DVD.
stow-n-go power sliding doors 57.000
miles. $11.800
(270)839-2504

2003 Dodge Dakota
SLT 4WD, V8, 47.000
miles, loaded, fiberglass topper. boo rug,
new Michelin tires, red,
supernice. $10,500
(270) 293-4814
•18FT car hauler trailer
*1978 Chevrolet 1 -ton
flat bed truck.
978-2311
1995 Freightliner, 430470 Detroit -60"
series, 10 speed
Eaton. Can be seen at
East Valley Diesdel
Repair Call Paul
(270)767-1773
510

Cimpsn
1976 Dodge Titan, set
class-C
contained,
motor-home 21 ft V-8,
runs great In murray
$1,500 obo Please call
(513)578-4456

L&M
LAWN( SERVICE
Mowing,lanicuring,
land aping &
Lea( acuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611
293-8377 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured

YOL/It AD

aelut.a ea
•Haiti Pei*:
ONLY: $1.8.1111
A M.182-81..
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric

liOnfON
DATE C
r 270-227-3574
intithoustonsitctricco.corn

Since 1986
24 Noun saineca
Res.. Corn. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

ELECTRICIAN
Construction
Remodeling or Just
A Switch Carpentry
& General Repair
Licensed & Insured

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean

Keith 205-6128

out garages gutters.
Junk & tree work

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

519-8570 Simmons
Handyman &
Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don
Murray area

-

Photo provided

..F
.torpe

•S,..iirService

(270) 227-9212

A+ Sheet Metal
*Roofs & Buildings
•Sold & installed
Free Estimates
(270)227-1178
427017n" --.75

270-293-5624
g •Remodelktg
rs •Insure,
No ra6 of, riftat,
.Findiactng Awtle.1.1€
227-2617
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
.Sagging floors
*Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
•Decks
No lob too small
227-9641
AK TRACTOR
WORKS
• Garden tilling
• Bushogging
• New yard prep
• Food plots
(270)753-5482
ALL Carpentry
Construction
•Homes 'Remodeling
• Decks 'Screened
Porches 'Garages
'Rotten
•Sagging
Floors 'Termite
Damage •Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASHCRAFT
Horne
Repair
Replacement doors &
windows. roofing &
repair. flooring- hardwood & tile, interior
trim work. Reasonable
rates. Insured. 2931132 Dwayne Ashcraft.
IIIIIIIINFTT110111171111111

Mitchell VI-es.
Paving
759-05111
753-1537
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns, shrubs.
bushogging.
tilling,
blade work
H-436-5272
C-978-0543
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs decks presand
washed
sure
stained 436-2228

Over .118 years up.
Sates & Installation
90 jays seal, es cash Inf.
75.3-7
CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks,
etc. 752-0500,

759-3229
DNJ
HANDYMAN
painting,decks,
remodeling.repair,
storm cleanup, etc
293-5438

GOLD TAGS: Murray Elementary students earn a gold tag when they have received 10 tiger
tags for going above and beyond t!le, Guidelines for Success. Principal Janet Caldwell presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News program each morning. Students receiving the award March 2-5 pictured, from le;•. were: P1, Justin Trotter, P2: Kaliya Morris and
D'auan Eyiowuawi, P3: Tre Jones ano Kierst..nr, G.:vnn.

Horoscope
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured.
489-2839

HALI'S WAS I
MANAGFMEN I
• weekly & special pickups
• locally OSS 0rd/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
amilton Granite
& Nlarble
3301 Sy. pit 121N.
7534087
IS', r ‘ItirdlIas • 2.

1

,r1.0.
1,

Hour. •14.

HANDYMAN Service
Storm clean-up, tree
trimming & repairs
Free estimates
262-490-4692,
270-759-4116
HOME & Lawn
Mowing, leaf mulch,
gutter cleaning
repairs, painting, etc
(270)382-2055
(270)705-8250

JOE'S MESS
Nowa ..holust.410.4LI

repair A...-Nard:uork
friend!,

Free to a good home
Female. Sweet, Loving
1 year old boxer/hound
mix Spayed and shots
978-1714

Pilates
Certificate
Workshop
scheduled
here in
April

- Resirleoth*
- ComMortral

530

WOOPALL
COMPANIES
ROOFING
Licensed • Bonded
Insured
Free Estimates.7.(2701871-0195

wEDELS TREE
SERVICE

270) R26-0505, •

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riserileid
Estates.
Matt Jenninp
293-7872

06 1

20
large
Ils, 6Tenn,
10, or
,100.
uired.
ly 0

.Spring Cleanup
*Mowing 4.1uktiing
*Tnrnming

530

Poo 'eh e i,,
toe, •
20 fe,

Rooting, small home
repairs.
garages.
siding. windecks
dows, doors & home
building to suit No iob
too small
(270)227-9484

'Licensed & Insured
'Scheduled Mowing
FREE ESTIMATES

&
'hors
;DL-A
uired.
I benORE!

i car
re lot
rb Rd

PHILLIPS BROS
LAWN CARE

Poo Tat7,e, ,y^*
Sennceu and Mc
731 819-4655

MURRAY MOWING Co.

460
Flamm For Saie

-story
mvate
hardances
),500.

1270y 782-2387
12701 705-5977

*10 job is complete until custo-nei is satisfied •

availiment
Delta
17am-

con
npbell
price

f .ly
F lee E

530
Services °Mend

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323 • Cell. 270-227-3140

Ming.

Join
4cpnl.
ionths
iDL-A,
5. No
ast 5
6262.

ROOFINC.

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal

clung
3nyer
I' No
LEM,
week.
Drsecl
Job
sOcial
-780-

'acting
You
State
'liars.
aining
in 3
ement
RUCK
INING

COWBOY-UP

s

rae1,
I \MICCS,
ia

RS

Truck
e- no
is will
drive.
sored
-88823.

(.1.1Nslf ILDs

('enter
for
Health
&
Wellness of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and NETA.
non-profit fitness professional
association, will co-sponsor a
Pilate, Certificate Workshop on
Saturday. April 18, from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and Sunday, April 19.
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Learn the
ABC's of Piilates Principles:
Alignment. Breathing. Control
and Stability.
This course is designed to
provide intensive, hands-on
training at the beginner level
and participants will be tested at
the workshop. To register call 18(k-237-6242 or register online
at www.netafit.org. For local
information call Stephanie
Duncan at 762-1348.

liv Jacqueline

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
riday. March 20, 2009:
Pursue the practical this year.
but not at the expense of letting
go of creativity. Expenment and
merge these two assets. Focus
on your long-term desires, and
you'll beat a path in a new direction. Meetings, friends and
groups prove to he beneficial.
Networking helps in many.
facets of your life. If you are single. listen to your inner voice.
which points you in the right
direction. A romance this year
will be based on friendship. II
you are attached, you might find
a common goal or community
commitment important to your
health as a couple. CAPRICORN demands and demands
again.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Hoye: 5-Dynanus:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1-Difticult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** The spring equinox
energizes you. You have a skip
in your step. A strong sense of
duty guides you. You cannot
avoid following your inner
desires. An insight about the
boss -- whomever that person
might be in your life -- heads in
your direction. Tonight: A Must
appearance.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Investigate a situation
and get to its root. You might
need to curtail your ingenuity if
you are to complete certain key
tasks. You are distracted by this
issue. Remember that it is
Friday and time for even the
Bull to relax. Tonight. Read
between the lines.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Appreciate
what
appears to be a totally different
point of view and new way of
engaging. What starts out as a
sound discussion easily could
tumble into a debate or quarrel!
Someone you look up to surprises you. Tonight. Reach for
the stars.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Wonder why it seems that
everyone drops his or her work
and responsibilities on you?
Could you be too nurtunng or
too supportive? Revamp, step
back and make yourself number
one. Don't settle for anything
less. Tonight • Could be late.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Celebrate spring fever,
flowers and anything else that
reminds you of spring. Some of
you might want to plan a little
getaway to refresh the mind.
spirit and body. Others might
ward to consider a new exercise
plan or diet -- summer isn't that
far avvay! Tonight: Read
between the lines.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

***** You have an unusual- big difference to others.
ly creative and dynamic bent. Somehow you are able to
Don't sell out, and remain true bypass problems and find soluto your values. Sometimes you tions. Pressure builds in your
cannot get out of your own way personal or domestic life. Get
solving
when
problems. ready to tunnel your attention in
Understanding grows with a key this area. Tonight: Go for what
friendship
or
relationship. you want.
Tonight: An important chat over AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
dinner.
*** You might want to exit a
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
situation, meeting or group. Do
*** If you aren't good at jug- honor your feelings and don't
gling, you'll wish you were by get caught up in the shoulds. As
the end of the day. Your hands you relax, you will visualize and
are full with associates and tap into your dreams fears and
friends wanting to do their thing, wishes. Use this resourceful
whereas your major focuses are period well. Tonight. Vanish
investments, domestic con- while you can.
cerns and property. Tonight: PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Focus on people. not
Head home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
one person who could be nega**** Express yourself and tive! Honor a need for greater
brainstorm, and out of left field happiness. You could act in a
comes a brilliant idea. You dis- surpnsing manner with others,
cover lust how easy it is when but not to those who understand
you flow with a situation rather you and what you recently
than fight it. A friend Could be experienced. Tonight. Beat a
serious or withdrawn. Tonight: path to where the action is.
Join a pal for TGIF.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. BORN TODAY
21)
Actress Holly Hunter (1958),
**** In some sense, you are model Kathy Ireland (1963),
too aware of the costs of a situ- psychologist
Skinner
B.F.
ation and what you need to do. (1904)
Listen to an elder who has
•••
another perspective on work
and life. You might feel encour- Jacqueline Bigar is on the
aged to head in a new direction. Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
Tonight: Your treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) (c) 2009 by King Features
***** Your smile makes a Syndicate Inc.

-53-4344 • 227-5644
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156
270-293-0034

GA11011.11

PRMCI YOUR HOKE FR9M-MOLV

11(sreek.‘liniitinnc.
lrinum02. Arab..
Maur tall fir lair rtinsiic.

753-8682
tell: 227-1/726
ke8R Tree Service
Providing brush pick
up & removal, tree cutting, leaf removal etc
293-8119 Don or
748-8732 Jerry
Insured
MISL, work- plumbing
painting, electnc, etc
227-6535
MOWING & Trimming.
Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance. Any
size yard in town or
county. Tree trimming,
shrubs, mulch etc.
available. Call Steve
767-9179

NIYERBIUMBER
-.Kitchen* BAfh
•
•
Rooting •:Siteng' Free Esteriatet •
(270) 753-6450
YEARRY

Tree
esti-

Service. P
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
re

Mold Fungi & Decay Fungi can cause serious damage to your
_homes. riot. toiyiention heal0 problems for you &
family.
afet Mut 3fintily

Rioted yam-3astge-

SE
p4100/4
939 St. Rt. 121 PI. Illurray •(270)753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
vireinoir.00rvallpostcontrol.com
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1

1
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COMICS / FEATURES
Longtime neighbor launches
charm offensive on daughter

4B • Thursday, Mardi 19. 2,009

lookingBack
10 years ago
Murray High School placed
first in Future Problem Solving
Competition at the Kentucky Association for Academic Governors
Cup state finals in Louisville
The team will represent Kentucky
in the International Conference
in June at Ann Arbor, Mich Team
members are Justin Smith. Brandon Kellie, Elizabeth Allen,
Michael Swain and Andrew Parker
Published is a picture of Alex
Cain and Derick Evans at the
Reading Buddies Program Weekly at Southwest Elementary
School. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
20 years ago
Elected as new officers of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board were Dr. Tim Miller,
chairman; Ella Tidwell, vice chairman. Ted Vaughn, secretary, and
Connie Talent, treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. James Euel Erwin
will be married for 50 years
March 25.
Births reported include a girl
to Crystal and Mark Hun, March
13; a girl to Jennifer and Martin Severna, a boy to Loretta and
Mark Gentry and a girl to Leah
and Garry Evans, March 14: a
girl to Julie and Joseph Holland,
March 15; a girl to Debra and
Chris Drippy, and a girl to Carol
and Roger Wolfe, March 16.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of top
finishers in the Calloway County Spelling Bee held at North
Elementary School win., weac
Rema Peeler, eighth grader at
North, first place; Mikel Grimes,
sixth grader at Southwest, second place; and Evy Jarrett. seventh grader at East, third place.
Tommy Brown of Murray Theatres presented Peeler with a dictionary and checks to all three
top finishers. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Matt Sanders.
Members of Boy Scout Troop
77 receiving God and Country

carrier USS Franklin off Japan,
the ship, however, was saved. Adolf
Hitler issued Ins so-called "Nero
Decree,- ordering the destruction
of German facilities that could
fall into Allied hands.
In 1953, the Academy Awards
was televised for the first time:
"The Greatest Show on Earth"
was named best picture of 1952.
In 1976, Buckingham Palace
announced the separation of
Princess Margaret and her husband, the Earl of Snowdon. after
16 years of marriage
In 1987, televangehst Jim
Bakker resigned as chairman of
his PM ministry organization amid
a sex and money scandal involving Jessica Hahn. a former church
secretary.
In 2003. President George W
Bush ordered the start of war
against Iraq. (Because of the time
difference, it was early March 20
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rruconazole nitrate
DEAR DR. GOTT: My young taint 2 percent
•••
ingtedient. It is pri,son has two areas of nngworm as its active
DEAR ABBY: I have a
moted as an anufungal for areas
on his arm. Since we've never
under nails but can
wedding etiquette question I
experienced this before, I would around and
directly to areas where
applied
hope you can help me with.
be
I
how
to
as
direction
some
like
ringworm exists. Treatment with
My fiance's best man, "Rocky,"
can best treat it
or other brands available al
this
Ringworm
is his best fnend since childDE.AR READER:
local pharmacy should show
your
infecand
an
is
hood. He's a great person,
pention of the results within a four-week
I couldn't ask for a better
be able
skin caused od. Your pharmacist will
friend for my future husband.
by a fungus, to assist you with the brands he
Here's the problem: Rocky
a or she carries.
by
not
a
be
well-known
to
happens
Keep infected areas dry, and
as the
worm,
celebrity. While many relatives
pets
name implies. shampoo hair regularly. 'Treat
and friends have met him,
fhere are sev- if they are the offending source.
many more have not.
forms Wash linens regularly If the funeral
My fiance and I are northat present gus was acquired at a communimal people with average lives,
itchy, ty pool or similar facility, wear
with
and we know many of our
scaly sandals or shoes in thcere areas
red,
guests will be star-struck at
patches that to reduce the risk of exposure.
If any lesion is questionable,
blister
can
the event. We want Rocky to
By
ooze. consult a physician. He or she
and
enjoy the day like everyone
Dr. Peter Gott Areas com- can jest with a blue light in a
else and not be hounded by
monly affect- darkened room. If a fungus appears,
fans wanting pictures or autoed are arms, legs, nails, the scalp, it will appear fluorescent and will
graphs. We have spoken with
groin and feet. Those that occur provide the proper diagnosis. Conhim about our concerns, and
the groin area are com- sult a doctor if patches worsen
around
page
were all on the same
monly known as jock itch. those an intensity, become warm to the
here.
of the feet are commonly known touch, if a fever occurs, or if red
What is the best way to
streaking appears near the site of
as athlete's foot.
handle this? Should I tell peoBacteria and fungi live on the the ringworm.
ple beforehand, or just let them
DEAR DR. GOTT: I had a
body. while some are useful, othshow up at the wedding and
ers are not. Those that aren't have lot of nosebleeds as a child and
see what happens? Your insight
the ability to multiply rapidly and into my teens. My mother had
me drink a cup of warm Jell-0
would be most appreciated. form infections.
Ringworm is contagious and iwo or three times a day. As a
- BAFFLED BRIDE-TO-BE
can be passed easily from person result, I had a lot fewer noseDEAR BRIDE-TO-BE: By
to person through direct contact, bleeds.
all means let your guests know
DEAR READER: This is cerby sharing a hairbrush, comb,
at the time you receive their
unwashed clothing or in common tainly a new one to me! Je11-0
RSVPs that there will be a
shower areas. Dogs land more com- and other brands contain gelatin,
celebrity present at your wedmonly) cats also carry the fun- a glutinous material used as a
ding
that this is not a
La.; item., n metlicint: and
gus.
public appearance; he will be
Ringworm is ordinarily diag- in photography I must admit I
there as a member of the wednosed through an exam. It is most cannot connect the dots between
ding party.
your nosebleeds and Je11-0.
often eradicated without physician
To give you related informaThey should also be told
involvement by using over-thethat you and your fiance would
counter antifungal creams, lotions tion, I am sending you a copy
or powders, specifically those that of my Health Report "Compelling
appreciate it if guests refrain
Home Remedies.contain miconazole. One such
from seeking autographs or
product is Miranel, which conpictures. If you tell them what
kind of behavior you expect
from them, there will be less
of a mob scene.
is
"Rocky"
If
P.S.
approached, he should have
the presence of mind to point
Last's jack or hearts with the ace and
North dealer.
out nicely that this is YOUR
drew trumps ending in dummy. After
North.South vidnerahlt
in Iraq.
discarding a heart on the ace of
NORTH
day, and he would prefer to
Ten years ago. During a White
spades. South played the ace and
•A Q 72
keep it that way.
House news conference, President
another club, hoping East had the
118 3
king. When West turned up with the
Bill Clinton prepared the nation
•A 104
should
Who
ABBY:
DEAR
K-J-5, the slam was down one.
*A 7 6 3
for airstrikes against Serbian tarAt the other table, South, Wetter.
greet whom first? Is it the
EAST
WEST
gets following the collapse of KosoRosner. felt that given East's pre•1 96 4
•K 10 8 5 3
guest walking into someone's
vo peace talks in Pans. A powK Q 7 5 2 emptive hid and West's raise, the
•10 94
erful bomb shattered an outdoor
home? Or should the host be
chance that East held the king of
•6
• 3
food market in Vladikavkaz, Rusthe first to greet guest(s)?
clubs was not good, and that West
+10
J5
•K
people.
53
least
at
killing
sia,
What if you're the only one
was likely to have more clubs than
SOUTH
Five years ago: President
East. If West held three or more clubs
saying hello all the time? -George W Bush, on the first
including the K-1-10, there was virA6
MARISSA IN HIGHLAND
anniversary of the Iraq war, urged
tually no chance of making 12 tricks.
•K Q 98 7 5 2
MILLS, N.Y.
unity in the war against terrorBut if West held the K-1-x or K- I 0-x,
41.Q 9 8 4
DEAR IVIARISSA: I would
the slain could be made.
ism. Taiwanese President Chen
The bidding:
He began just as his counterpart
West
South
East
North
Shui-bian and his vice president
think that when the host opens
had, winning the heart lead, drawing
3•
3 41P
2V
1+
were shot and slightly wounded
the door, both parties would
and discarding his heart on
trumps
•
4
Pass
Pass
3*
in an apparent assassination attempt
greet each other at the same
the spade ace. But then, instead of
6•
Pass
5•
on the final day of Taiwan's prestime. However, if it didn't hapcashing the ace of clubs, Romer led
Opening lead — ten of hearts.
idential campaign. The Army
This deal occurred in a team con- a low club from dummy to his nine.
pen, I wouldn't let it stop me
dropped all charges against Capt.
West won with the jack and
test at a recent regional tournament
from offering a cheery hello
James Yee, a military chaplain at
in Connecticut. It features a rela- returned a heart, ruffed by declarer,
should
neither
And
and a smile.
Guantanamo Bay. Cuba. who had
tively rare play that enabled one of and it was here that South made his
been accused of mishandling clasthe declarers in a two-team match to hid for fame and glory. Still assumYou.
•••
sified information.
bring in a slain that failed at the other ing that West had the club king and
more clubs than East. he led the
table.
Beth declarers reached sty dia- queen, hoping East had started with
Dear Abby is written by
monds on essentially the same auc- the 10-s.
Abigail Van Buren, also
It did not matter whether West
tion, East making a pre-emptise
known as Jeanne Phillips, jump-overcall of two hearts that was covered with the king or not. Either
T Dalt KNOW Iii14110
way,
South could iris lose a second
raised to three at both tables.
and was founded by her mothIT'S A DISASTER OF
At the first table, declarer took club trick, and the !lam was home.
CONSRP-ACNI
er, Pauline Phillips.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
10014,1 D.010" L1K6
111-tE 1tatiS1112 15
ldA,
1.00K106 AT ME

Dear Abby
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Ringworm treated with
over-the-counter meds

Awards at First Christian Church
were Billy Smith, Paul Austin,
Mark Austin and Danny FlemDEAR ABBY: My husband
ing 0.B. Boone is scoutmaster
and I have been friends with
for the troop
neighbors
next door
our
40 years ago
The Board of Directors of 'Henry* and "Flo" for many
years. When
Murray-Calloway County Airport
our daughter
opened bids on a proposed runway extension at Kyle Field at
graduated
10 a.m. today. A total of five
colfrom
bids were submitted with Lee F.
lege. I didPowell of Paducah the approved
think
n't
low bidder of $32.903.99.
much about
Debate teams of Calloway
when
it
County High School and PaducHenry gave
ah Tilghman High School capa
her
tured first place honors in the
bracelet. He
First Region Speech Tournament
said it was
at Murray State University The
for her gradteams will represent the first region
By Abigail
uation.
at the State Speech Tournament
Van Buren
After
at the University of Kentucky, Lexthat, he began giving her other
ington, April 17 and 18.
50 years ago
expensive items for birthdays
A S2,500,000 expansion proand such. I know our daughgram has been announced for the
ter should not have accepted
Murray Division of the Tappan
these gifts, but she thought
Company by Verne 0. Kyle, genHenry was just a nice old man.
eral manager of the local plant.
Then one day he actually asked
Jobs for 400 persons will be the
her if she would like to go
result of the big expansion.
out with him some time. She
HosMurray
at
Births reported
told him it wouldn't be apprupital include a girl to Mr. and
priate.
Mrs. Bobby Higgins, a girl to
I feel uncomfortable around
Mr. and Mra Garnet Johnson, a
my neighbors now. Is it my
girt to Mr. and Mrs. Walter W.
business to tell Flo? I have a
Thustell and a boy to Mr. and
hunch that some of the items
Mrs. Thomas Monroe.
60 years ago
may have come from her jewPfc. Raymond E. West, son
elry box. What would you do?
of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie E. West,
-- DELICATE PROBLEM IN
has been assigned to the 485th
KANSAS CITY
Air Force Medical Group WiesDEAR DELICATE rRop..baden. Germany
LEM: I would instruct my
students
girl
freshman
Twelve
daughter to box up all of the
at Murray State College have
items "Harmless Henry" gave
qualified for membership in Delta
her and return them to him,
Lambda Alpha, woman's honorary
because they might be stolen
fraternity at MSC. They include
property -- and were given
Betty Lou Hill and Jacqueline
with strings attached. And I
Sharbrough of Murray.
would seriously consider menShowing at the Varsity Thetioning to Flo to keep her eye
atre is "Larceny- starring John
Payne, Joan Caulfield and Dan
on Henry, because he appears
Duryea
to be spending too much time
in fantasyland.

Todaylnillstory
By The Aa isted Press
Today is Thursday. March 19,
the 78th day of 2009. There are
287 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 19. 1979, the U.S.
House of Representatives began televising its day-to-day business.
On this date:
In 1917. the Supreme Court,
in Wilson v. New, upheld the
eight-hour work day for railroad
workers.
In 1918, Congress approved
daylight saving time.
In 1920, the Senate rejected.
for a second time, the Treaty of
Versailles by 49 to 35, falling
short of the two-thirds majority
needed for approval.
In 1931, Nevada Gov. Fred B.
Balzar signed a measure legalizing casino gambling.
In 1945, during World War II,
724 people were killed when a
Japanese dive bomber attacked the

Murray Ledger & limes

AclutkuSilitiO
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Dr. Gott

Contractaridge

Rara Avis

tiosswords

40 Subsides
42 Listens closely
43 Silly
46 Baby fox
47 Fruit-beanng
tree
48 In stitches
51 Light tan
55 Cold-weather
malady
56 Radar Dip
57 Fraud
58 Stadium cry
59 Whistle sound
60 Ike Turner's ex

ACROSS

rNi I=3/ I E_Coi.)

(nmayAmu
MCA VANILLA...
VANILLA ;LASE
VANUA

t
i
'Sk

VIEL OICO-r)

tar

1 Delivery trucks
5 Monsieur's pate
9 TV band
12 Qom's country
13 Translucent
gem
14 Grass-sturt
accessory
15 Conduit
16 "Minimum"
amount
17 Pen point
18 Mag execs
20 Sears a steak
22 Humming
25 Tiny speck
27 Winged Victory
28 Tijuana 'Mrs'
29 Impuder,ce
3-3 Road sign
symbol
34 Parcel of land
35 Shakespearean
oath
36 Par/ of MIT
38 Switch positions
39 Fasten a shoe
1

2

3

a mom mu
III
UM
UM

OMO OMMOMO
MUMMW 000 IMO
M@DM WOO MOM
WEI MOM MOM
=MUM OM
MO UB00000

DOWN

%MEW
mom
uum mom BM

1 Caleb
2 "Exodus"
character
3 Doze
4 Cold symptom
5 Drags
6 Acid rain
watchdog
7 The "it" game
8 Choose
9 Wnst bone
Milt

4

12

13

15

16
18

Answer to Previous Puzzle

25

l=24

10 Immediate
successor
11 White lies
19 Donut qty
21 Old crone
22 Not for
10

8

1
20

19
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21

28

27

OH,SORE .5NEAK UP
BY THE TEACHER'S
DE5K AND PLUG IN
YOUR HAIR DRYER!
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35

THE TEACHER ALMOST
FAINTED UJHEN 5HE
SAW ME CRAWLING
BY HER DESK!

WWII, YOU TALK
THE PRINCIPAL
INTO THAT?

ill
36

1
38

37

1
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EMI
47

1

I

55

1Ilr

UUU

51

..

52

53

54

23 Good, in
Grenoble
24 Luau
strummers
25 Hair curlers
26 Dobbin's dinner
28 Unkempt one
30 Off in the
distance
31 Dampen a
stamp
32 Wine
sediments
37 First-down
yardage
39 Breaking news
41 Attacked from
all sides
42 Casual hello
43 Uncertain
44 Longest river
45 Water, to
Pedro
46 Muscle cramp
49 Kind of system
50 Reporter's
question
52 T'ai — ch'uan
53 Jogged
54 Ms Thurman

